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QAnon:
An invitation to The Great Awakening
By WWG1WGA, Tuesday, 26 February 2019
This book is a field guide to an important chunk of reality
that’s been carefully hidden and wrongly discredited by
the media. It reveals an extraordinary movement
underway, a battle of epic proportions. Whether you
know it or not, you’re involved because the result of this
battle will determine the fate of your children and future
generations both in America and around the world.
However, you may only be vaguely aware of QAnon or
“Q,” if at all.
If you value the truth, you will want to learn about the
QAnon movement and the battle that is being waged on
your behalf to protect you and your children from abuse
and enslavement. The war between Good and Evil is no
longer merely symbolic. Evil is being, tried and brought
to justice in federal courts and military tribunals today.
Criminally corrupt government leaders, celebrities,
religious leaders, media figures, and corporate heads will
be tried and punished for crimes involving treason,
human trafficking, ritual sacrifice and unspeakable
perversions.
QAnon: An Invitation to The Great Awakening tells
the history of an anonymous poster on the free-speech
websites 4Chan and then 8Chan and how he (or perhaps
they) built a following of millions of viewers worldwide.
With an insider’s knowledge of the battle plan (see “The
Plan to Save the World”), and “Q” level military
intelligence clearance, QAnon’s communications are
often cryptic and coded. QAnon is a master of the
Socratic method, asking questions and imploring
followers to do their own research, to be logical and to think for themselves.
This book was written by twelve “Anons,” anonymous Q followers, decoders and citizen journalists known
collectively as Where We Go One We Go All (WWG1WGA). They each know a great deal about QAnon,
each bringing their own unique perspective and experience. Together they give you an overview that may
encourage you to learn more. The one thing they are all convinced of: QAnon is not only real, but an
insider with White House connections and this book offers many proofs to substantiate this claim.
Have you been convinced by legacy media claims that Q is a hoax or a “conspiracy theory?” Instead,
consider why the media would insist that you—a thinking and capable adult—should avoid Q at all cost? If
a mere “conspiracy theory,” why all the attention? What ideas are so dangerous you should never hear
them? Is there another side to the story? Read QAnon: An Invitation to The Great Awakening and judge
for yourself.
About WWG1WGA
WWG1WGA – Where We Go One We Go All – is the collaborative effort of 12 author/contributors and
citizen journalists who have YouTube channels, blogs, Twitter followings and/or sub-Reddits, etc. that
feature Q decodes, news and commentary. Author bios and contact information are available in the book.
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… 17 days later, 0n 15 March 2019 …

*The IDES of MARCH*

Christchurch mosque shootings
*From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Suspected perpetrator: Brenton Tarrant
Far-right extremism[3] Islamophobia[4][5]
Motive: White supremacy[6] Eco-fascism[7]
The Christchurch mosque shootings were two
consecutive terrorist mass shootings at Muslim mosques
in Christchurch, New Zealand, during Friday Prayer on 15
March 2019.[8] The attacks began at the Al Noor Mosque
in the suburb of Riccarton at 1:40 pm, and continued at
the Linwood Islamic Centre[9][10][11] at about 1:55 pm.[12]
The attacks killed 50 people and injured 50 more.[13][14] A
28-year-old Australian male white supremacist who was
described in media reports as part of the "alt-right" was
arrested and charged with murder.[15][16][17] The attacks
have been linked to an increase in white supremacism
and alt-right extremism globally[18][19] observed since the
mid-2010s.[20][21]
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern referred to the attacks as
"one of New Zealand's darkest days". Politicians and
world leaders condemned the attacks.[22] It is the
deadliest mass shooting in modern New Zealand
history.[23]

….

Manifesto
Tarrant allegedly recorded his beliefs in a 73-page
manifesto titled:

"The Great Replacement",
a reference to the Great Replacement and white genocide
conspiracy theories.[116] It said the attack was planned
two years earlier and the Christchurch location was
chosen three months earlier.[117] Nine minutes before the
attacks, the manifesto was emailed to over 30 recipients,
including the Prime Minister's office and several media
outlets.[118] Links to the manifesto were also shared on
Twitter and 8chan immediately before the attack.[119][120]
Tarrant expressed several anti-immigrant sentiments in
his manifesto, including hate speech against migrants,
white supremacist rhetoric, and calls for all nonEuropean immigrants in Europe who he claims are
"invading his land" to be removed.[121] The author also
describes himself as an ethno-nationalist.[109][122][123] In
the manifesto, the author names dozens of people from
around the world, ranging from politicians whose ideas
he supports[124][125][126][127] to terrorists and murderers
whose actions he applauds.[128] In particular he cites
Norwegian terrorist Anders Behring Breivik as an
inspiration and claims to have been in "brief contact"
with Breivik.[129][130] He also calls for the assassination of
several politicians he disagrees with.[1][131][note 2] The
manifesto displays neo-Nazi symbols like the Black Sun
and the Odin's cross.[132] However, the author denies
being a Nazi, and professes instead to be an "ecofascist"[7][133][134] and a "kebab removalist", in reference
to a meme exalting the genocide of Bosnian Muslims by
the Bosnian Serb army.[135] His document said he
targeted Muslims as a form of "revenge against Islam for
1,300 years of war and devastation that it has brought
upon the people of the West and other peoples of the
world".[4][5][136]

Some journalists[weasel words] who analyzed the manifesto
and the attacker's actions believed that aspects of the
manifesto were a front, and that it was designed to troll
and create discourse about certain groups and people. It
was suggested that memes within the manifesto (such as
the Navy Seal copypasta, which lists accomplishments
such as having "over 300 confirmed kills") could be
misinterpreted
by
the
media.[124][125][137]
Some
[weasel words]
journalists
concluded that the manifesto
mentioned prominent people who have drawn ideological
criticism, to attract media coverage and partially blame
them for the attack.[124][125][needs copy edit] ….
Reactions
World leaders
Prime Minister Ardern called the incident an "act of
extreme and unprecedented violence" and said "this is
one of New Zealand's darkest days."[227][228][229] She also
described it as a well-planned terrorist attack.[146] She
also mentioned that she would render the person
accused over the attack "nameless" and urged the public
to speak the victims' names instead.[230] Commissioner
Bush echoed the Prime Minister in saying that it "is now
classified as a terrorist event."[231] Christchurch mayor
Lianne Dalziel said she never thought "anything like this"
could happen in New Zealand, saying "everyone is
shocked".[146] Elizabeth II, Queen of New Zealand, said
she was "deeply saddened" by the attack.[232] Ardern
received international praise for her response to the
shootings.[233][234][235][236]
Politicians
and
world
leaders
condemned
the
attacks,[22][note 3] with some attributing the attack to
rising Islamophobia.[274][275]
The Prime Minister of Pakistan, Imran Khan, announced
that Pakistani emigrant Mian Naeem Rashid, who
confronted the gunman and was killed in the attack on
the Al Noor mosque, would be posthumously honoured
with a national award for his courage.[55][276][277][278][279]
The president of Turkey, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan,
repeatedly showed video taken by the attacker to his
supporters at campaign rallies for upcoming local
elections.[280][281] The New Zealand and Australian
governments,[282] and Turkey's main opposition party
have criticised his actions.[283]
Alt-right
The gunman said in his manifesto that he supported US
President Donald Trump as "a symbol of renewed white
identity and common purpose", but did not support his
leadership and policies.[121] When Trump was asked if he
thought "white nationalists were a growing threat around
the world", he replied "I don't really. I think it's a small
group of people that have very, very serious problems.
It's certainly a terrible thing."[126]
The United Kingdom's domestic intelligence service, MI5,
launched an enquiry into the gunman's possible links to
the British far-right.[284]
New Zealand-based white-supremacist groups were quick
to condemn the attack and distance themselves from the
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perpetrator.[285] However a number of alt-right leaders
overseas and online posters supported the attack, hailing
the gunman as a "hero".[135][286] Andrew Anglin, the
founder of the neo-Nazi website The Daily Stormer, said
that this was "by far the funniest" mass shooting he had
seen and that the gunman was already a "folk hero" to
many. Anglin also wrote: "I don't support this attack,
obviously – I am a man of peace."[286]
Gun laws
For broader coverage of this topic, see Gun laws in New
Zealand.
Gun laws in New Zealand came under scrutiny in the
aftermath, specifically the legality of military-style semiautomatic rifles[287] compared to Australia, which banned
them after the Port Arthur massacre, in 1996.[288] As
Philip Alpers of gun-policy website GunPolicy.org noted,
"New Zealand is almost alone with the United States in
not registering 96 percent of its firearms ... one can
assume that the ease of obtaining these firearms may
have been a factor in his decision to commit the crime in
Christchurch."[289][290]
Prime Minister Ardern announced: "Our gun laws will
change, now is the time ... People will be seeking
change, and I am committed to that."[289] She continued,
"There have been attempts to change our laws in 2005,
2012 and after an inquiry in 2017. Now is the time for
change."[291] Attorney-General David Parker was later
quoted as saying that the government will ban semiautomatic guns,[292] but subsequently backtracked on

this statement, saying that the government had not yet
committed to anything and that regulations around semiautomatic weapons was "one of the issues" the
government would consider.[293] Ardern, at a press
conference on 18 March, said that details of the proposed
reforms would be given by 25 March.[157] Ardern
announced a ban on 21 March, adding that she was
working to have legislation in place as early as 11 April.
As of 3:00 pm that day some semi-automatic rifles and
shotguns were classified as needing a licence with an "Eendorsement". "After a reasonable period for returns,
those who continue to possess these firearms will be in
contravention of the law," Radio New Zealand reported.
A "buy-back" scheme is also being considered.[294]
The day after the attack, many gun-store owners
reported an increase in sales, particularly of semiautomatic weapons, in response to the prospect of
stricter laws.[295] In contrast, some New Zealand gun
owners have responded by voluntarily handing in their
weapons to the police.[296] The New Zealand auction
website Trade Me has since banned the sale of semiautomatic weapons on its platform.[297] In 2018, it was
reported that of the 1.5 million registered firearms in
New Zealand, 15,000 were semi-automatic weapons.
Despite this number and despite police appeals, the
Cabinet is still undecided on a gun register.[298][299][300]
etc.
etc.
etc.
etc.
etc.
etc.
etc.
etc.
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christchurch_mosque_s
hootings

_________________________________________________
SKEPTICS emerge …

March 19, 2019 Kyle Hunt 12 Comments
Some people still continue to insist that this shooting
actually happened, even though there are many
“smoking gun” pieces of evidence that have been
presented. I refuse to allow for this shooting to be seen
as anything other than the complete hoax that it was. It
was not a false flag; it was fake!
The dark blob in the corner, which we are to assume is a
pile of bodies, has not been shot yet!

It looks like a bunch of dark coats or something thrown
together with a naked dummy sprawled out in front of it.
This happens at 7:00 into the video. Go check for
yourself if you think that any of these “people” could
have been hit by bullets at this point. Also note the guy
who is lying partially under the bench, as he plays the
part of a key witness.
The “gunman” leaves the main room, reloads back in the
hall, and then fires some shots in this general direction.
You have to wonder why none of these “people” would
have fled into one of the other rooms or out the window.
They just lay there, waiting to be shot.

This Pile of “Bodies” Proves the Mosque Shooting Was a
Total Hoax

Let’s start with when the “gunman” first enters the
mosque. He blasts some people in the hallway, then goes
into the main room, starts shooting to the right, and then
turns his head, but not his gun, to the other corner. Here
is what we see.

The “gunman” then leaves the building and comes back in
to finish the job. Here is what we see in this same corner
now.
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You will notice in this photo that the pile of darkness has
now spread out a bit and transformed into what looks like
actual bodies. What happened while the “gunman” went
back to his car?

The guy under the bench, who did not get hit with any
bullets (according to his own testimony!), did not get up
and run out of the building in the meantime, but he did
adjust his position. Here he is giving his testimony,
telling us how he played possum to survive.

Now let’s turn to the other corner of the room. Here is
what it looks like when the “gunman” first enters the
building and starts shooting.
A couple people do drop down after the initial shots were
fired and we are left looking at another blob.

None of these “people” tried fleeing into the adjoining
room, out any windows, or anything. They just waited to
be shot while in a pig pile. Again, let’s take a look at
what happens after the “gunman” leaves and then comes
back in to give us a closer look and finish the job.
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“bodies”. None of them are groaning or moving in any
way, so the “gunman” must have been very accurate
with his first round of shooting; he did not even need to
come back in for the kill shots, because these “bodies”
are not alive! You can see the open door that apparently
no one even tried to run through, which would have been
a natural reaction.
Here’s what I think happened. The “gunman” went in the
first time firing blanks, as there were a few people
running around and then playing dead. The “gunman”
then left, at which time all real people were removed or
replaced from the scene. When the “gunman” came back
he fired actual rounds into the dummies at close range to
give the whole scene more believability.
Sorry guys, but if you cannot see through this by now,
you probably belong somewhere else. You can check out
the Daily Stormer, where they want you to believe this
was completely real and that the shooter is a great hero.
*http://www.renegadetribune.com/this-pile-of-bodiesOnly now, after the “gunman” has left the building for
some time, are we able to see a close-up of face-down

proves-the-mosque-shooting-wasatotalhoax/#comments

_________________________________________________
*World *Europe *Right-wing extremism

'The Great Replacement': an idea now at the heart of Europe's politics

By Nick Miller March 19, 2019 — 2.36pm

In January this year Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor
Orban
held
a
press
conference calling for “antiimmigration forces” in Europe
to combine their efforts and
“elevate the protection of
Christian culture almost to
the level of a political
obligation”.
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban at the Fidesz party
headquarters in 2018.Credit: Bloomberg

There were countries in Europe “where a mixed
civilisation is already an inevitability”, he warned, adding
“population growth in Africa and Asia is outpacing the
capacity of those continents to sustain such populations.”
It is a regular theme for Orban. The month before he
declared the need to save “the Christian identity of
Europe”, and told German newspaper Bild that refugees
should rightly be seen as “Muslim invaders”.
If these sentiments sound newly familiar, it’s because
they recall the so-called manifesto of the alleged
*Christchurch shooter Brenton Tarrant, which was titled
“The Great Replacement”.

The extremist political creed that phrase represents is
resonating through Europe –
and beyond.
And the politicians who are
promoting it, echoing it or
influenced by it are predicted
to form a new, powerful bloc
in Europe's parliament this
year.
Controversial Canadian blogger Lauren Southern.

This May’s European Parliament elections could see “a
group of nationalist anti-European political parties… win a
controlling share of seats,” Susi Dennison and Pawel

Zerka, from the think tank European Council on Foreign
Relations, warned in a paper published last month.
“Among them number many figures who are … in favour
of pulling the drawbridge up against migration.”
After May they could wield influence on appointments to
the organs of power in the EU, shaping European policy
in the medium term and threatening the EU itself in the
long term.
“The battle of ideas that they are launching looks set to
reshape Europe’s political landscape for years to come,”
they wrote.
The term ‘the great replacement’, since adopted by white
supremacists and nationalists, originated with French
author Renaud Camus, who published Le Grand
Remplacement in 2012. In it he argued native “white”
Europeans were being reverse-colonised by non-white
immigrants.
“The great replacement is very simple,” he has said. “You
have one people, and in the space of a generation you
have a different people.”
In Europe his argument formed part of the core creed of
the so-called Generation Identity, or Identitarians, a
group of often young far-right activists. It spread quickly
to the white supremacist and altright movements in America, where
marching neo-Nazis and alt-right
supporters shouted “you will not
replace us” at rallies such as the
notorious one in Charlottesville,
Virginia.
French far-right politician Marine Le Pen. Credit: Thibault
Camus

And it spread through viral videos: Canadian alt-right
vlogger Lauren Southern, who is close to several
members of Generation Identity in Europe, posted a
video in 2017 titled The Great Replacement that has
been viewed more than 600,000 times.
Camus himself rejects the term “identitarian”, saying he
doesn’t want to play the identity politics “game”, and
simply “wanted France to stay French”.
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However he has expressed his support for anti-immigrant
politician Marine Le Pen.
In December an undercover Al Jazeera investigation
revealed close ties between Generation Identity and
National Rally – the rebranded populist National Front
that Le Pen leads.
Reporters filmed the leader of GI in Lille claiming he
wrote speeches for leaders of the RN (National Rally) and
helped GI members find jobs within it.
Al Jazeera saw evidence of entryism into RN, which has
tried to purge itself of overtly racist members: “a broader
bid by GI to infiltrate Le Pen’s party and shape its
policies”.
Le Pen's right-hand man, Florian Philippot, a reformer
who led FN’s "de-demonisation" strategy, left the party in
September 2017 claiming it was making an "absolutely
terrifying" return to the dark days of its most hardline
past.
Former RN MP Marion Marechal, Le Pen’s niece who has
left politics but is seen as a
potential leader of the future
should Le Pen fall, has
reportedly
called
Camus’
Great Replacement theory
“not absurd”, quoting a study
that suggested “indigenous
French” would be a minority
by 2040.
We want our country back: Marion Marechal-Le Pen.

“We want our country back,” she told a US audience in
2018, saying “France is in the process of passing from
the eldest daughter of the Catholic Church to the little
niece of Islam… this is not the France that our
grandparents fought for.” She added there “is a youth
ready for this fight in Europe today”.
Marechal, like most Identitarians, insists she is opposed
to violence but wants to
achieve her aims through
politics. It is a common
disclaimer
deployed
for
extreme
views.
In
the
Netherlands, Party For Freedom
leader Geert Wilders is even
more frank than the French.
Firebrand Dutch anti Islam lawmaker Geert Wilders.
Credit: AP

“We are being replaced with mass immigration from nonwestern Islamic countries,” he Tweeted in October,
saying the solution was “close our borders and stop
Islam, now”. His express aim is to “de-Islamise” the
Netherlands, calling Islam an “existential threat to our
survival as a free nation”.
He has claimed “77 million”
immigrants
would
enter
Europe in the next 50 years
and “most of them are
Islamic. If we do not stop
them we will… be colonised
and Islamised. We will cease
to exist.”
An election campaign poster of the German nationalist
anti-migrant party AfD, Alternative for Germany, reading
"Burkas? We like bikinis." Credit: AP

Across the border in Germany, the far-right AfD used
Identitarian tropes in its campaign for the 2017 election
which put its MPs in the national parliament for the first
time.

One advertisement featured a pregnant white woman
with the slogan “New Germans? We’ll make them
ourselves.” Other slogans included “get your country
back”. The party warned that Angela Merkel’s welcoming
of refugees was leading to “slow cultural extinction”.
The AfD has fed off a wider radical street movement,
dubbed Pegida or “Patriotic Europeans Against the
Islamisation of the West”. And both are linked to the
Identitarians. German publisher Gotz Kubitschek has
close ties to Pegida and the Afd, and he attended one of
the first meetings of the Bloc Identitaire in France in
2012.
In northern Europe, so far, most Identitarian-friendly
parties are far from power. But in Italy they are in
government.
Lega leader, deputy prime minister and the country’s
most powerful politician, Matteo Salvini, has called for a
Europe-wide alliance against “mass immigration”, linking
the “defence of borders” with the “wellbeing of children”.
Salvini’s Lega party used to be a separatist movement
for northern Italy. Then it adopted a new slogan:
“Italians first!”. In 2016 Salvini complained that the
Pope’s welcome to immigrants would “encourage and
fund an unprecedented invasion”. Salvini’s close Lega
ally Lorenzo Fontana has said he sees “an identitarian
conception of politics awakening all across Europe”, with
the turning point coming in the May 2019 election. “It
will change a lot,” he told Politico last year.
EU figures are worried. The Brexit debacle has helped to
dampen anti-EU sentiment, they say, but European
Parliament elections are seen as a “second order” vote
and low turnout means anti-establishment parties do
disproportionately well, one official said.
Internal EU polls show clearly that immigration is a big
concern for voters across the continent, though not the
only one.
In Italy, Hungary, Germany and Austria voters pick
immigration as their top concern. Extrapolating from
current polls and we “see a shrinking middle ground”, the
official said. Two decades ago the centre-left and centreright combined for two-thirds of all EP seats, but in this
election they are expected to get less than a half.
In theory, the extremists are in the majority.
If there is hope for centrists, it is in the likelihood that
the wide range of anti-immigrant and anti-EU parties will
not be able to work with each other. Attitudes to Russia ,
for example, vary strongly between right wing politicians
in Poland (where the legacy of World War 2 and the Cold
War still rouse strong emotions) and Italy (Salvini is
reportedly a big fan of Vladimir Putin).
Dennison and Zerka, from the ECFR, don’t predict a
stable anti-immigration compact in parliament – but they
do expect extremists to cooperate tactically on migration
issues.
More anti-immigrant MEPs in the next parliament means
“their voices would become much stronger than they are
today, which could limit the capacity of member states
and the Council to seek a humanitarian and solidaritybased approach towards migration challenges – instead
of securitising the issue,” they say
“This would limit the EU’s credibility to contribute to the
resolution of challenges in other regions of the world and
at the global level.”
Nick Miller is Europe correspondent for The Sydney
Morning Herald and The Age
*https://www.smh.com.au/world/europe/the-greatreplacement-the-racist-idea-now-at-the-heart-of-europes-politics-20190319-p515cc.html
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AUSTRIA is
Dissenting voices that unquestioningly refuse to
believe in the post-World War Two narrative with
its accompanying guilt trip about homicidal gas
chambers and the systematic extermination of
European Jewry, are legally abused.
In his 23rd year as publisher of Phoenix, Walter
Ochensberger, is the latest person in Austria who

at it again!
on 26 January 2019 at six AM has had his home
raided by twenty men at 6AM.
The aim of such an over-the-top security exercise
is obviously to stop him from functioning, which
professionally is just short of committing actual
murder!
We are reproducing, below, the two-year-old
original articles that led to police raiding his home.
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Walter Ochensberger’s address is:
Phoenix
Haus 82
A 6952 Hittisau-Sibratsgfäll
Österreich -Austria
Phoenix.com@A1.net
The good news from Austria is that Wolfgang
Fröhlich has, again, been released from prison –
which may however be only temporarily because
the public prosecutor seeks to appeal the decision.
Of interest in this decade-long matter is that the
state prosecutor claims Fröhlich is insane and
should be institutionalized. What is his crime?
"Er will das
verändern."

gesamte Geschichtsverständnis

Europas

"He wants to change the whole understanding of
history in Europe."

------------------------------------------Walter Ochensberger’s notice:

-------------------------------------------------

Wolfgang Fröhlich free
On 5 Mar 2019, at 07:23, Gerd Ittner <gerd.ittner@gmx.de> wrote:
Rosenmontag, 4. März 2019

Heute wurde WOLFGANG FRÖHLICH aus dem Gefängnis entlassen!
----------------------------------Gericht eine Einweisung in eine Anstalt für geistig
abnorme Rechtsbrecher nach Paragraf 21 Absatz 2
Strafgesetzbuch angeordnet. Daraufhin hatte der OGH
das Urteil teilweise aufgehoben. Vor einem neu
zusammengesetzten Schwurgericht war am Montag die
Verbotsgesetz-Prozess:
Zurechnungsfähigkeit des 67-Jährigen erneut Thema.
Gericht wies Antrag auf Einweisung ab
19.38 Uhr, 04. März 2019
Der Mann weist nach Gerichtsangaben fünf einschlägige
In Krems ist am Montag ein Verbotsgesetz-Prozess nach
Vorstrafen nach Paragraf 3h Verbotsgesetz auf, zuvor
einem OGH-Urteil teilweise neu verhandelt worden. Die
war er laut seiner Aussage einige Jahre auf der Flucht. Er
Geschworenen stimmten - im Gegensatz zu 2018 - dafür,
verwies in den Schreiben auf ein von ihm in den 1990erdass der 67-Jährige nicht zurechnungsfähig sei. Das
Jahren verfasstes Gutachten, demnach hätten mit Zyklon
Gericht wies den Antrag der Staatsanwaltschaft auf
B keine Gaskammern betrieben werden können. Gegen
Einweisung in eine Anstalt für geistig abnorme
das Verbotsgesetz habe er nicht verstoßen, meinte er am
Rechtsbrecher ab. Der Mann wurde in Folge enthaftet.
Montag: "Ich habe nie den Holocaust geleugnet. Ich habe
Das Urteil ist nicht rechtskräftig.
verschiedene Fakten richtiggestellt." Seit Jahren würden
Kinder nach Mauthausen "geschleppt" und ihnen
Der Akademiker saß seit 15 Jahren durchgehend in Haft.
"gefälschte Gaskammern" gezeigt. In Zusammenhang
Er war am 26. März 2018 nach dem Verbotsgesetz
mit seinen Verurteilungen ortete er "Amtsmissbrauch",
schuldig gesprochen worden. Der Mann hatte von
Anwälte hätten vom "größten Justizskandal der Zweiten
Oktober 2016 bis Juli 2017 zahlreiche Schreiben u.a. an
Republik" gesprochen.
den Justizminister, an Staatsanwaltschaften, Gerichte
und die 183 Parlamentsabgeordneten geschickt. Damals
Ein Sachverständiger stufte den Mann am Montag als
waren die Geschworenen dem Gutachter nicht gefolgt
zurechnungsfähig ein. Ein "Obergutachter" kam - wie die
und hatten den Mann als zurechnungsfähig angesehen.
erste Expertise 2018 - zum gegenteiligen Ergebnis. Der
Er hatte vier Jahre Haft erhalten, zusätzlich hatte das
67-Jährige leide an einer wahnhaften Störung. "Er ist
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zutiefst
von
der
Richtigkeit
seines
Gutachtens
überzeugt", dieses Thema würde zweieinhalb Jahrzehnte
seines Lebens bestimmen, meinte der Sachverständige
über den 67-Jährigen. Den Anspruch des Mannes
formulierte er folgendermaßen: "Er will das gesamte
Geschichtsverständnis Europas verändern."
Er werde keine weiteren Schreiben mehr schicken,
meinte der 67-Jährige auf die Frage der vorsitzenden
Richterin. "Ich bin ja nicht der Don Quijote." Die
Richterin hielt seinen Aussagen entgegen, dass er u.a.
wenige Monate nach dem Prozess 2018 ein Schreiben an
Bundeskanzler Sebastian Kurz (ÖVP) geschickt, im
November an einen der bestellten Sachverständigen sein
Gutachten übermittelt und am 14. Februar 2019 eine als
"Strafanzeige" betitelte Eingabe an die Wirtschafts- und
Korruptionsstaatsanwaltschaft gemacht habe
Das Urteil der Geschworenen, wonach der 67-Jährige
nicht zurechnungsfähig ist, fiel nach mehrstündiger
Beratung einstimmig. Das Gericht wies den Antrag auf
Einweisung ab. Laut der vorsitzenden Richterin liegen
nicht
alle
laut
Gesetz
dafür
notwendigen
Voraussetzungen vor. Die zu befürchtenden Taten
würden keine mit Strafe bedrohten Handlungen mit
schweren Folgen darstellen. Hier gelte es auch den
Adressatenkreis der Schreiben - u.a. Behörden und
Institutionen - zu beachten.
Die Staatsanwaltschaft meldete Nichtigkeitsbeschwerde
und Berufung an. Damit ist das Urteil nicht rechtskräftig.
Dem Antrag des Verteidigers Wolfgang Blaschitz auf
Enthaftung seines Mandanten wurde Folge gegeben. Der
67-Jährige wurde am Montagabend auf freien Fuß
gesetzt.
*https://www.kleinezeitung.at/service/newsticker/558
9480/VerbotsgesetzProzess_Gericht-wies-Antrag-aufEinweisung-ab

… and a year ago, this report:

4 Jahre Haft und Einweisung
für Holocaust-Leugner in Krems
14.37 Uhr, 26. März 2018
Zum sechsten Mal ist ein Holocaust-Leugner am Montag in
Krems nach dem Verbotsgesetz schuldig gesprochen worden.
Vier Jahre Haft und eine Einweisung in eine Anstalt für geistig
abnorme Rechtsbrecher lautete das - nicht rechtskräftige - Urteil
gegen den in Stein inhaftierten 66-Jährigen. Er hatte in
Schreiben u.a. an den Justizminister die Existenz von
Gaskammern in der NS-Zeit bestritten.
Der einstige Wiener FPÖ-Bezirksrat - er war 1994 aus der
Partei ausgeschlossen worden - war in den vergangenen
Jahren zu insgesamt 13 Jahren Haft verurteilt worden.
Der Akademiker musste sich am Montag wegen von
Oktober 2016 bis Juli 2017 aus der Justizanstalt Stein
verschickten Briefen sowie Eingaben bei Gerichten und
Staatsanwaltschaften
verantworten.
Die
Schreiben
richteten sich laut Anklage beispielsweise an die 183
Parlamentsabgeordneten sowie die Richterschaft diverser
Gerichte. Darin war unter anderem vom "Mythos vom
Völkermord" und einer "Mauthausen-Betrüger-Clique" die
Rede.
Der Angeklagte leugne den Holocaust, sagte die Staatsanwältin.
Der 66-Jährige warf ihr während ihres Eröffnungsvortrags
mehrmals "Lüge" vor, was ihm eine Verwarnung des
vorsitzenden Richters einbrachte. Die Anklägerin bezeichnete
den gebürtigen Kärntner als "Serientäter" und "Rückfalltäter".
Verteidiger Wolfgang Blaschitz forderte einen Freispruch.
Der 66-Jährige gab zu, die Schreiben verschickt zu haben. Er
verwies auf sein Anfang der 1990er-Jahre verfasstes Gutachten
mit dem Titel "Naturgesetze versus Gaskammern". Demnach
hätten mit dem Gas Zyklon B keine Gaskammern betrieben

werden können. "Es ist nicht möglich, also kann es nicht passiert
sein", sagte der Akademiker und forderte eine Prüfung seines
Gutachtens. "In Mauthausen ist die Gaskammer nach dem Krieg
errichtet worden", meinte er. Trotzdem würde man seit
Jahrzehnten Kinder dorthin "schleppen" und ihnen "falsche
Gaskammern" zeigen.
Ein Gutachter kam zum Schluss, dass der Mann an einer
wahnhaften
Persönlichkeitsstörung
leidet
und
nicht
zurechnungsfähig
ist.
Aufgrund
einer
geistig-seelischen
Abartigkeit höheren Grades erlebe er einen inneren Zwang,
seine Thesen weiterhin zu vertreten. Er gehe davon aus, seit 25
Jahren verfolgt zu werden, und spreche von einer "MauthausenClique", die sich bereichern wolle. Der Mann werde weiterhin
derartige Schreiben schicken, von Gewalttaten sei nicht
auszugehen, sagte der Sachverständige.
Der Staatsanwältin zufolge hatte der 66-Jährige nach dem von
der Anklage erfassten Zeitraum weitere Schreiben verfasst. Sie
beantragte die Einweisung in eine Anstalt für geistig abnorme
Rechtsbrecher, der Verteidiger sprach sich dagegen aus.
Die Geschworenen entschieden nach ihrer Beratung einstimmig
für einen Schuldspruch nach Paragraf 3h Verbotsgesetz. Im
Gegensatz zum Ergebnis des Gutachtens votierten bei der
Zusatzfrage sieben Laienrichter dafür, dass der 66-Jährige
zurechnungsfähig sei.
Das Gericht sprach zusätzlich zur Freiheitsstrafe eine Einweisung
nach Paragraf 21 Absatz 2 Strafgesetzbuch aus. Die Gefahr sei,
dass durch weitere Schreiben des Mannes "labile Personen in
seinen Einflussbereich gezogen werden, die eine 'Auschwitzlüge'
bekräftigen" würden, sagte der vorsitzende Richter.
Die Staatsanwältin gab keine Erklärung ab. Der Verteidiger
meldete Nichtigkeitsbeschwerde und Berufung an. Damit ist das
Urteil nicht rechtskräftig.
*https://www.kleinezeitung.at/service/newsticker/539
5438/4-Jahre-Haft-undEinweisungfuerHolocaustLeugnerin-Krems#cxrecs_s

______________________________________

Einweisung in Krems

"Holocaust gab es nie":
Akademiker vor Gericht
05.03.2019, 03:59

Der Angeklagte (67) Bild: Kein Anbieter/Daniel Schreiner

Ein in Justizkreisen bestens bekannter Akademiker
musste
heute
in
Krems
wieder
auf
die
Anklagebank: Holocaustleugner Wolfgang F. wurde
für zurechnungsunfähig erklärt und ging heim.
Zum siebenten Mal musste Diplomingenieur Wolfgang F.
(67) auf die Anklagebank. Der recht belesene Mann war
insgesamt bereits 13 Jahre im Gefängnis gesessen,
bekam erst vor einem Jahr mehrere Jahre Haft
aufgebrummt (nicht rechtskräftig).
Immer und immer wieder hatte er von der Zelle aus
Nationalräte, Richter und Minister angeschrieben und
seine wirren Thesen verbreitet. Inhalt: Die Gaskammern
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in Mauthausen wären erst nach dem Krieg errichtet
worden. Der Mann wollte in seinem Größenwahn offenbar
das europäische Geschichtsverständnis verändern.
Unzurechnungsfähiger wurde sofort enthaftet
Dabei spielten die Gutachten eine große Rolle: Denn ein
Gutachter hält den Angeklagten für zurechnungsfähig,
ein anderer Gutachter für unzurechnungsfähig. Ein
"Obergutachter" hält ihn für nicht zurechnungsfähig.
Verteidiger Wolfgang Blaschitz zog vor Gericht alle
Register, sein Mandant sei "kein gefährlicher Straftäter".
Er könne nicht verurteilt werden, weil er nicht
zurechnungsfähig sei. Es liege aber auch keine
Gefährlichkeit vor, die eine Unterbringung rechtfertige.

Die Republik müsse es "aushalten", dass jemand seine
wissenschaftliche Meinung verbreite, sagte der Advokat.
Die Geschworenen hielten den Angeklagten für
unzurechnungsfähig (8:0 Stimmen). Der 67-Jährige
wurde aber nicht in eine Anstalt eingewiesen, sondern
wurde enthaftet und durfte nach Hause gehen. Die
Staatsanwaltschaft meldete Berufung und Nichtigkeit an
– somit ist das Urteil nicht rechtskräftig.
Übrigens:
Der
67-Jährige
versprach
mit
dem
Briefschreiben endgültig aufzuhören. (Lie)
*https://m.heute.at/oesterreich/niederoesterreich/story
/41444597

___________________________________________________
… and now a new persecution from Germany …
Minister of Religion, employment
From: Ernst Cran
Sent: Monday, 4 March 2019 3:46 AM
Subject: Ein wichtiges Datum ...

... war für meinen Lebensweg der "Rosensonntag" des
Jahres 1998 - dem Anlass nach also heute vor 21 Jahren.
Damals - am 22.02.1998 - habe ich als Pfarrer in
Nürnberg jene Predigt gehalten, die mich dann zügig der
kirchlichen Justizibialität anheim gestellt und meine
Laufbahn als ev.-luth. Pfarrer in der Bayerischen
Landeskirche bereits am 31.08.1998 beendet hat.
Ich hatte den Predigttext (im Anhang zu lesen) damals
vorab der "Nürnberger Abendzeitung" übermittelt, weil
ich Öffentlichkeit für mein Anliegen herstellen wollte.
Getitelt wurde dann: "Pfarrer jagt Kirche zum Teufel" von einem gewissen Timur Vermes, der später als Autor
von "Er ist wieder da" in Erscheinung trat.
Dies war mein Anliegen: Die Suche nach und die
Formulierung der Wahrheit - so, wie sie sich mir in
meiner Zeitlichkeit mitteilte und zu erkennen gab. Dabei
empfand ich mich zentral auf der Linie Jesu; nichts
Anderes hatte doch auch der Galiläer seinen
Zeitgenossen angeboten ...
Nun hat mich in den letzten Jahren - und damit so etwa
2 Jahrzehnte nach den damaligen Ereignissen - wieder
der Bazillus der Wahrheit gebissen. Und wieder werde ich
- dieses Mal der "staatlichen" - Justiz zugeführt:
Mehrere Verfahren wegen "Volksverhetzung" sind gegen
mich anhängig. Das Nürnberger wurde in der Berufung ja
nun auf den 16. April verlegt. Ein Verfahren in Wiesbaden
steht vor der Eröffnung - wenn nicht doch noch ein
Mindestmaß an gesundem Menschenverstand in einer
Richter-Robe obsiegt ...
Heute möchte ich auf ein Verfahren vor dem Amtsgericht
München hinweisen und lege hierzu die Ladung sowie
den betreffenden Strafbefehl bei. Ich rege an, dies auf
sich wirken zu lassen und den dabei sich zeigenden
inneren wie äußeren Dynamiken einfach zu folgen. Es ist
sicher immer gut, bei einem solchen Anlass für eine
Gegenöffentlichkeit zu sorgen; dazu lade ich ein ...
Der Rahmen hat sich geändert, die Thematik bleibt
dieselbe: Wer sich anschickt, Wahrheit zu benennen, die
der allgemeinen Linie entgegen läuft, wird "verbrannt".
So war es in der Inquisition, so ist es in der heutigen
Vernichtung unbequemer Gedankenträger.
Ich beanspruche für meine Person keinerlei Helden- oder
Märtyrerstatus. Das interessiert mich nicht! Was mich
aber interessiert, ist das, womit Menschen heute wie
damals belogen und um die Wahrheit ihres Daseins

terminated since 31 August 1998
betrogen werden. Dies ist auf religiösem wie auch
politischem und geschichtlichem Felde der Fall. Niemals
werde ich hier nachgeben, ansonsten würde ich den
Respekt und die Achtung vor mir selbst verlieren!
In diesem Sinne, Geschwister: Der Wahrheit nach ...
Ernst Cran
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___________________________________________________
Now to the two Phoenix articles that are causing
Walter Ochensberger and the Pubic Prosecutor in Feldkirch, Austria, some grief …
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Der wirtschaftliche Zusammenbruch wird nur einem Zweck dienen:
Weltregierung und Versklavung der Menschheit
Die sich immer weiter zuziehende Schlinge um den Hals
der
Menschheit
zeigt
keine
Anzeichen
von
Schluepfrigkeit: alle Handlungen von allen Regierungen
drehen sich um Kontrolle und Beherrschung. Der Pfad zur
Weltregierung wird deutlich aufgezeigt und ist trotz allen
Aufruhrs sichtbar. Es ist dieser Aufruhr, diese von den
Regierungen kreierten und genaehrten “Zwischenfaelle”,
die sie in die Lage versetzen, die Schlinge immer enger
zu ziehen. Die europaeischen Banken in Frankreich oder
Spanien gehen durch “schwierige Zeiten”? Zeit die
Ersparnisse und Rentenplaene der Menschen zu
pluendern.
Fabrizierte Krisen sind die Norm, nicht die Ausnahme.
Und sie alle haben nur ein Ziel: die Weltregierung und
die damit einhergehende Versklavung der Menschheit …..
***
Das Projekt BRD konnte, kann und wird niemals
gut gehen.
Die BRD war der erste Staat auf der Welt, dessen
Fundamente nur aus Existenz-Luegen bestand
Die BRD wurde von den Siegermaechten quasi als
eine Art Test-Projekt zur Abschaffung der
menschlichen
Schoepfungsordung
gegruendet.
Wobei schon vorweg anzumerken ist, zwischen der
Genetik
der
Sieger-Mischpoche
und
der
urspruenglichen
Homo
Sapiens
SchoepfungsOrdnung bestehen im wahrsten Sinn der Wort echt
galaktisch Unterschiede. Und das in jeder Hinsicht
und auf allen Gebieten und Denkweisen dieser
Rasse.
Die BRD war der erste Staat auf der Welt, dessen
Fundamente nur aus Existenz-Luegen bestand. Aber wir
wissen, dass selbst eine kleine Luege eine groessere
gebaeren muss, und wenn ein Staat von Anfang an auf
einer grossen Luege gegruendet wurde, wie wahnsinnig
pervers und kriminell muessen zwangslauefig die
Folgeluegen sein? Und sie sind es bereits im Falle der
BRD
von
heute.
Die
eher
harmlose
Staatsgruendungsluege, dass das Dritte Reich schlecht
gewesen sei und auch den 2. Weltkrieg begonnen haette,
folgte die Luege, alle Deutschen seien genetisch
gepraegte Verbrecher mit der a

Anschuldigung, sie seien die Urheber aller Kriege. Ab den
1960er Jahren wurde dann zwecks immerwaehrender
Versklavung und Ausbeutung eines ohnehin besiegten
Volkes die fuer die auserwaehlte und ausserirdische
“Elite” finanziell hoechst lucrative Holocaust-Luege
vorangetrieben. Man merke an: Ob dem sogenannten
“Holocaust” 0 , 6, 66 oder 666 Millionen Juden zum Opfer
fielen, ist voellig bedeutungslos. In den 1960 wurde den
umerzogenen Deutschen eine ewige Kollektivschuld
eingeimpft mit der man problemlos auch in 2000 Jahren
an unsere Ur-Ur-Ur Enkel jede beliebige Forderungen
stellen wird koennen. Und da inzwischen alle
geschichtlichen Dokumente verschlossen, vernichtet und
auf ewig gesperrt wurden, wird auch jede beliebige
Forderung an die “Ausserirdischen” (Reptiloide?) bezahlt
werden.
Mit der Holocaust-Luege begruendeten die Juden ihre
Forderung und globalen Plan, die gesamte Menschheit
des Planeten nach Deutschland zwecks biologischer
Ausrottung
zu
saugen.
Und
wer
die
wahre
Abstammungsgeschichte der Menschheit kennt, der weiss
auch, dass dieser Plan funktionieren wird. Die erste
wahre Hochkultur der Menschheit war bekanntlich das
nicht-semitische, aber friedlich und wohlhabende Volk
der Sumerer. Und das erzeugt bei den semitischen
Nachbarn (Babylonier) Neid, Gier und Missgunst, und
diese niederen Charaktereigenschaften (die gleichen wie
heute) mussten befriedigt werden. Sumer wurde
ueberfallen und “assimiliert”. Uebrig blieben deren
Nachkommen, die heutigen Sumpfaraber:
Schwer vorstellbar, dass die Nachkommen der ersten
menschlichen
Hochkultur
heute
in
diesen
Luxusapartements leben und dahinvegetieren muessen.
Die Antwort auf die Frage, wer war schuld an diesem
Abstieg
einer
Hochkultur
wuerde
in
Deutschland/Oesterreich mit mindestens drei Jahren
Knast bestraft werden. Und wem wird man eines Tages
die Schuld an der Vernichtung Deutschlands in die
Schuhe schieben?

___________________________________________________
And now a correction to the WWTwo victors’ historical narrative clearly laid out by John Wear

Why Germany Invaded Poland
Great Britain’s Blank Check to Poland
On March 21, 1939, while hosting French Prime Minister
Édouard Daladier, British Prime Minister Neville
Chamberlain discussed a joint front with France, Russia
and Poland to act together against German aggression.
France agreed at once, and the Russians agreed on the
condition that both France and Poland sign first.
However, Polish Foreign Minister Józef Beck vetoed the
agreement on March 24, 1939.[1] Polish statesmen

feared Russia more than they did Germany. Polish
Marshal
Edward
Śmigły-Rydz
told
the
French
ambassador, “With the Germans we risk losing our
liberty; with the Russians we lose our soul.”[2]
Another complication arose in European diplomacy when
a movement among the residents of Memel in Lithuania
sought to join Germany. The Allied victors in the
Versailles Treaty had detached Memel from East Prussia
and placed it in a separate League of Nations
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protectorate. Lithuania then proceeded to seize Memel
from the League of Nations shortly after World War I.
Memel was historically a German city which in the seven
centuries of its history had never separated from its East
Prussian homeland. Germany was so weak after World
War I that it could not prevent the tiny new-born nation
of Lithuania from seizing Memel.[3]
Germany’s occupation of Prague in March 1939 had
generated uncontrollable excitement among the mostly
German population of Memel. The population of Memel
was clamoring to return to Germany and could no longer
be restrained. The Lithuanian foreign minister traveled to
Berlin on March 22, 1939, where he agreed to the
immediate transfer of Memel to Germany. The
annexation of Memel into Germany went through the
next day. The question of Memel exploded of itself
without any deliberate German plan of annexation.[4]
Polish leaders agreed that the return of Memel to
Germany from Lithuania would not constitute an issue of
conflict between Germany and Poland.[5]
What did cause conflict between Germany and Poland
was the so-called Free City of Danzig. Danzig was
founded in the early 14th century and was historically the
key port at the mouth of the great Vistula River. From
the beginning Danzig was inhabited almost exclusively by
Germans, with the Polish minority in 1922 constituting
less than 3% of the city’s 365,000 inhabitants. The
Treaty of Versailles converted Danzig from a German
provincial capital into a League of Nations protectorate
subject to numerous strictures established for the benefit
of Poland. The great preponderance of the citizens of
Danzig had never wanted to leave Germany, and they
were eager to return to Germany in 1939. Their
eagerness to join Germany was exacerbated by the fact
that Germany’s economy was healthy while Poland’s
economy was still mired in depression.[6]
Many of the German citizens of Danzig had consistently
demonstrated their unwavering loyalty to National
Socialism and its principles. They had even elected a
National Socialist parliamentary majority before this
result had been achieved in Germany. It was widely
known that Poland was constantly seeking to increase
her control over Danzig despite the wishes of Danzig’s
German majority. Hitler was not opposed to Poland’s
further economic aspirations at Danzig, but Hitler was
resolved never to permit the establishment of a Polish
political regime at Danzig. Such a renunciation of Danzig
by Hitler would have been a repudiation of the loyalty of
Danzig citizens to the Third Reich and their spirit of selfdetermination.[7]
Germany presented a proposal for a comprehensive
settlement of the Danzig question with Poland on October
24, 1938. Hitler’s plan would allow Germany to annex
Danzig and construct a superhighway and a railroad to
East Prussia. In return Poland would be granted a
permanent free port in Danzig and the right to build her
own highway and railroad to the port. The entire Danzig
area would also become a permanent free market for
Polish goods on which no German customs duties would
be levied. Germany would take the unprecedented step
of recognizing and guaranteeing the existing GermanPolish frontier, including the boundary in Upper Silesia
established in 1922. This later provision was extremely
important since the Versailles Treaty had given Poland
much additional territory which Germany proposed to
renounce. Hitler’s offer to guarantee Poland’s frontiers

also carried with it a degree of military security that no
other non-Communist nation could match.[8]
Germany’s proposed settlement with Poland was far less
favorable to Germany than the Thirteenth Point of
Wilson’s program at Versailles. The Versailles Treaty
gave Poland large slices of territory in regions such as
West Prussia and Western Posen which were
overwhelmingly German. The richest industrial section of
Upper Silesia was also later given to Poland despite the
fact that Poland had lost the plebiscite there.[9]
Germany was willing to renounce these territories in the
interest of German-Polish cooperation. This concession of
Hitler’s was more than adequate to compensate for the
German annexation of Danzig and construction of a
superhighway and a railroad in the Corridor. The Polish
diplomats themselves believed that Germany’s proposal
was a sincere and realistic basis for a permanent
agreement.[10]
On March 26, 1939, the Polish Ambassador to Berlin,
Joseph Lipski, formally rejected Germany’s settlement
proposals. The Poles had waited over five months to
reject Germany’s proposals, and they refused to
countenance any change in existing conditions. Lipski
stated to German Foreign Minister Joachim von
Ribbentrop that “it was his painful duty to draw attention
to the fact that any further pursuance of these German
plans, especially where the return of Danzig to the Reich
was concerned, meant war with Poland.”[11]
Polish Foreign Minister Józef Beck accepted an offer from
Great Britain on March 30, 1939, to give an unconditional
guarantee of Poland’s independence. The British Empire
agreed to go to war as an ally of Poland if the Poles
decided that war was necessary. In words drafted by
British Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax, Chamberlain
spoke in the House of Commons on March 31, 1939:
I now have to inform the House…that in the event of any
action which clearly threatened Polish independence and
which the Polish Government accordingly considered it
vital to resist with their national forces, His Majesty’s
Government would feel themselves bound at once to lend
the Polish Government all support in their power. They
have given the Polish Government an assurance to that
effect.[12]
Great Britain for the first time in history had left the
decision whether or not to fight a war outside of her own
country to another nation. Britain’s guarantee to Poland
was binding without commitments from the Polish side.
The British public was astonished by this move. Despite
its unprecedented nature, Halifax encountered little
difficulty in persuading the British Conservative, Liberal
and Labor parties to accept Great Britain’s unconditional
guarantee to Poland.[13]
Numerous British historians and diplomats have criticized
Britain’s unilateral guarantee of Poland. For example,
British diplomat Roy Denman called the war guarantee to
Poland “the most reckless undertaking ever given by a
British government. It placed the decision on peace or
war in Europe in the hands of a reckless, intransigent,
swashbuckling military dictatorship.”[14] British historian
Niall Ferguson states that the war guarantee to Poland
tied Britain’s “destiny to that of a regime that was every
bit as undemocratic and anti-Semitic as that of
Germany.”[15] English military historian Liddell Hart
stated that the Polish guarantee “placed Britain’s destiny
in the hands of Poland’s rulers, men of very dubious and
unstable judgment. Moreover, the guarantee was
impossible to fulfill except with Russia’s help.…”[16]
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American historian Richard M. Watt writes concerning
Britain’s
unilateral
guarantee
to
Poland:
“This
enormously broad guarantee virtually left to the Poles
the decision whether or not Britain would go to war. For
Britain to give such a blank check to a Central European
nation, particularly to Poland—a nation that Britain had
generally regarded as irresponsible and greedy—was
mind-boggling.”[17]
When the Belgian Minister to Germany, Vicomte Jacques
Davignon, received the text of the British guarantee to
Poland, he exclaimed that “blank check” was the only
possible description of the British pledge. Davignon was
extremely alarmed in view of the proverbial recklessness
of the Poles. German State Secretary Ernst von
Weizsäcker attempted to reassure Davignon by claiming
that the situation between Germany and Poland was not
tragic. However, Davignon correctly feared that the
British move would produce war in a very short time.[18]
Weizsäcker later exclaimed scornfully that “the British
guarantee to Poland was like offering sugar to an
untrained child before it had learned to listen to
reason!”[19]
The Deterioration of German-Polish Relations
German-Polish relationships had become strained by the
increasing harshness with which the Polish authorities
handled the German minority. The Polish government in
the 1930s began to confiscate the land of its German
minority at bargain prices through public expropriation.
The German government resented the fact that German
landowners received only one-eighth of the value of their
holdings from the Polish government. Since the Polish
public was aware of the German situation and desired to
exploit it, the German minority in Poland could not sell
the land in advance of expropriation. Furthermore, Polish
law forbade Germans from privately selling large areas of
land.
German diplomats insisted that the November 1937
Minorities Pact with Poland for the equal treatment of
German and Polish landowners be observed in 1939.
Despite Polish assurances of fairness and equal
treatment, German diplomats learned on February 15,
1939, that the latest expropriations of land in Poland
were predominantly of German holdings. These
expropriations virtually eliminated substantial German
landholdings in Poland at a time when most of the larger
Polish landholdings were still intact. It became evident
that nothing could be done diplomatically to help the
German minority in Poland.[20]
Poland threatened Germany with a partial mobilization of
her forces on March 23, 1939. Hundreds of thousands of
Polish Army reservists were mobilized, and Hitler was
warned that Poland would fight to prevent the return of
Danzig to Germany. The Poles were surprised to discover
that Germany did not take this challenge seriously.
Hitler, who deeply desired friendship with Poland,
refrained from responding to the Polish threat of war.
Germany did not threaten Poland and took no
precautionary military measures in response to the Polish
partial mobilization.[21]
Hitler regarded a German-Polish agreement as a highly
welcome alternative to a German-Polish war. However,
no further negotiations for a German-Polish agreement
occurred after the British guarantee to Poland because
Józef Beck refused to negotiate. Beck ignored repeated
German suggestions for further negotiations because
Beck knew that Halifax hoped to accomplish the
complete destruction of Germany. Halifax had considered

an Anglo-German war inevitable since 1936, and Britain’s
anti-German policy was made public with a speech by
Neville Chamberlain on March 17, 1939. Halifax
discouraged German-Polish negotiations because he was
counting on Poland to provide the pretext for a British
pre-emptive war against Germany.[22]
The situation between Germany and Poland deteriorated
rapidly during the six weeks from the Polish partial
mobilization of March 23, 1939, to a speech delivered by
Józef Beck on May 5, 1939. Beck’s primary purpose in
delivering his speech before the Sejm, the lower house of
the Polish parliament, was to convince the Polish public
and the world that he was able and willing to challenge
Hitler. Beck knew that Halifax had succeeded in creating
a warlike atmosphere in Great Britain, and that he could
go as far as he wanted without displeasing the British.
Beck took an uncompromising attitude in his speech that
effectively closed the door to further negotiations with
Germany.
Beck made numerous false and hypocritical statements in
his speech. One of the most astonishing claims in his
speech was that there was nothing extraordinary about
the British guarantee to Poland. He described it as a
normal step in the pursuit of friendly relations with a
neighboring country. This was in sharp contrast to British
diplomat Sir Alexander Cadogan’s statement to Joseph
Kennedy that Britain’s guarantee to Poland was without
precedent in the entire history of British foreign
policy.[23]
Beck ended his speech with a stirring climax that
produced wild excitement in the Polish Sejm. Someone in
the audience screamed loudly, “We do not need peace!”
and pandemonium followed. Beck had made many Poles
in the audience determined to fight Germany. This
feeling resulted from their ignorance which made it
impossible for them to criticize the numerous falsehoods
and misstatements in Beck’s speech. Beck made the
audience feel that Hitler had insulted the honor of Poland
with what were actually quite reasonable peace
proposals. Beck had effectively made Germany the
deadly enemy of Poland.[24]
More than 1 million ethnic Germans resided in Poland at
the time of Beck’s speech, and these Germans were the
principal victims of the German-Polish crisis in the
coming weeks. The Germans in Poland were subjected to
increasing doses of violence from the dominant Poles.
The British public was told repeatedly that the grievances
of the German minority in Poland were largely imaginary.
The average British citizen was completely unaware of
the terror and fear of death that stalked these Germans
in Poland. Ultimately, many thousands of Germans in
Poland died in consequence of the crisis. They were
among the first victims of British Foreign Secretary
Halifax’s war policy against Germany.[25]
The immediate responsibility for security measures
involving the German minority in Poland rested with
Interior
Department
Ministerial
Director
Waclaw
Zyborski. Zyborski consented to discuss the situation on
June 23, 1939, with Walther Kohnert, one of the leaders
of the German minority at Bromberg. Zyborski admitted
to Kohnert that the Germans of Poland were in an
unenviable situation, but he was not sympathetic to their
plight. Zyborski ended their lengthy conversation by
stating frankly that his policy required a severe
treatment of the German minority in Poland. He made it
clear that it was impossible for the Germans of Poland to
alleviate their hard fate. The Germans in Poland were the
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helpless hostages of the Polish community and the Polish
state.[26]
Other leaders of the German minority in Poland
repeatedly appealed to the Polish government for help
during this period. Sen. Hans Hasbach, the leader of the
conservative German minority faction, and Dr. Rudolf
Wiesner, the leader of the Young German Party, each
made multiple appeals to Poland’s government to end
the violence. In a futile appeal on July 6, 1939, to
Premier
Sławoj-Składkowski,
head
of
Poland’s
Department of Interior, Wiesner referred to the waves of
public violence against the Germans at Tomaszów near
Lódz, May 13-15th, at Konstantynów, May 21-22nd, and at
Pabianice, June 22-23, 1939. The appeal of Wiesner
produced no results. The leaders of the German political
groups eventually recognized that they had no influence
with Polish authorities despite their loyal attitudes toward
Poland. It was “open season” on the Germans of Poland
with the approval of the Polish government.[27]
Polish anti-German incidents also occurred against the
German majority in the Free City of Danzig. On May 21,
1939, Zygmunt Morawski, a former Polish soldier,
murdered a German at Kalthof on Danzig territory. The
incident itself would not have been so unusual except for
the fact that Polish officials acted as if Poland and not the
League of Nations had sovereign power over Danzig.
Polish officials refused to apologize for the incident, and
they treated with contempt the effort of Danzig
authorities to bring Morawski to trial. The Poles in Danzig
considered themselves above the law.[28]
Tension steadily mounted at Danzig after the Morawski
murder. The German citizens of Danzig were convinced
that Poland would show them no mercy if Poland gained
the upper hand. The Poles were furious when they
learned that Danzig was defying Poland by organizing its
own militia for home defense. The Poles blamed Hitler for
this situation. The Polish government protested to
German Ambassador Hans von Moltke on July 1, 1939,
about
the
Danzig
government’s
military-defense
measures. Józef Beck told French Ambassador Léon Noël
on July 6, 1939, that the Polish government had decided
that additional measures were necessary to meet the
alleged threat from Danzig.[29]
On July 29, 1939, the Danzig government presented two
protest notes to the Poles concerning illegal activities of
Polish custom inspectors and frontier officials. The Polish
government responded by terminating the export of
duty-free herring and margarine from Danzig to Poland.
Polish officials next announced in the early hours of
August 5, 1939, that the frontiers of Danzig would be
closed to the importation of all foreign food products
unless the Danzig government promised by the end of
the day never to interfere with the activities of Polish
customs inspectors. This threat was formidable since
Danzig produced only a relatively small portion of its own
food. All Polish customs inspectors would also bear arms
while performing their duty after August 5, 1939. The
Polish ultimatum made it obvious that Poland intended to
replace the League of Nations as the sovereign power at
Danzig.[30]
Hitler concluded that Poland was seeking to provoke an
immediate
conflict
with
Germany.
The
Danzig
government submitted to the Polish ultimatum in
accordance with Hitler’s recommendation.[31]
Józef Beck explained to British Ambassador Kennard that
the Polish government was prepared to take military
measures against Danzig if it failed to accept Poland’s

terms. The citizens of Danzig were convinced that Poland
would have executed a full military occupation of Danzig
had the Polish ultimatum been rejected. It was apparent
to the German government that the British and French
were either unable or unwilling to restrain the Polish
government from arbitrary steps that could result in
war.[32]
On August 7, 1939, the Polish censors permitted the
newspaper Illustrowany Kuryer Codzienny in Kraków to
feature an article of unprecedented candor. The article
stated that Polish units were constantly crossing the
German frontier to destroy German military installations
and to carry captured German military materiel into
Poland. The Polish government failed to prevent the
newspaper, which had the largest circulation in Poland,
from telling the world that Poland was instigating a series
of violations of Germany’s frontier with Poland.[33]
Polish
Ambassador
Jerzy
Potocki
unsuccessfully
attempted to persuade Józef Beck to seek an agreement
with Germany. Potocki later succinctly explained the
situation in Poland by stating “Poland prefers Danzig to
peace.”[34]
President Roosevelt knew that Poland had caused the
crisis which began at Danzig, and he was worried that
the American public might learn the truth about the
situation. This could be a decisive factor in discouraging
Roosevelt’s plan for American military intervention in
Europe. Roosevelt instructed U.S. Ambassador Biddle to
urge the Poles to be more careful in making it appear
that German moves were responsible for any inevitable
explosion at Danzig. Biddle reported to Roosevelt on
August 11, 1939, that Beck expressed no interest in
engaging in a series of elaborate but empty maneuvers
designed to deceive the American public. Beck stated
that at the moment he was content to have full British
support for his policy.[35]
Roosevelt also feared that American politicians might
discover the facts about the hopeless dilemma which
Poland’s provocative policy created for Germany. When
American Democratic Party Campaign Manager and PostMaster General James Farley visited Berlin, Roosevelt
instructed the American Embassy in Berlin to prevent
unsupervised contact between Farley and the German
leaders. The German Foreign Office concluded on August
10, 1939 that it was impossible to penetrate the wall of
security around Farley. The Germans knew that President
Roosevelt was determined to prevent them from freely
communicating with visiting American leaders.[36]
Polish Atrocities Force War
On August 14, 1939, the Polish authorities in East Upper
Silesia launched a campaign of mass arrests against the
German minority. The Poles then proceeded to close and
confiscate the remaining German businesses, clubs and
welfare installations. The arrested Germans were forced
to march toward the interior of Poland in prisoner
columns. The various German groups in Poland were
frantic by this time; they feared the Poles would attempt
the total extermination of the German minority in the
event of war. Thousands of Germans were seeking to
escape arrest by crossing the border into Germany.
Some of the worst recent Polish atrocities included the
mutilation of several Germans. The Polish public was
urged not to regard their German minority as helpless
hostages who could be butchered with impunity.[37]
Rudolf Wiesner, who was the most prominent of the
German minority leaders in Poland, spoke of a disaster
“of inconceivable magnitude” since the early months of
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1939. Wiesner claimed that the last Germans had been
dismissed from their jobs without the benefit of
unemployment relief, and that hunger and privation were
stamped on the faces of the Germans in Poland. German
welfare agencies, cooperatives and trade associations
had been closed by Polish authorities. Exceptional
martial-law conditions of the earlier frontier zone had
been extended to include more than one-third of the
territory of Poland. The mass arrests, deportations,
mutilations and beatings of the last few weeks in Poland
surpassed anything that had happened before. Wiesner
insisted that the German minority leaders merely desired
the restoration of peace, the banishment of the specter
of war, and the right to live and work in peace. Wiesner
was arrested by the Poles on August 16, 1939 on
suspicion of conducting espionage for Germany in
Poland.[38]
The German press devoted increasing space to detailed
accounts of atrocities against the Germans in Poland. The
Völkischer Beobachter reported that more than 80,000
German refugees from Poland had succeeded in reaching
German territory by August 20, 1939. The German
Foreign Office had received a huge file of specific reports
of excesses against national and ethnic Germans in
Poland. More than 1,500 documented reports had been
received since March 1939, and more than 10 detailed
reports were arriving in the German Foreign Office each
day. The reports presented a staggering picture of
brutality and human misery.[39]
W. L. White, an American journalist, later recalled that
there was no doubt among well-informed people by this
time that horrible atrocities were being inflicted every
day on the Germans of Poland.[40]
Donald Day, a Chicago Tribune correspondent, reported
on the atrocious treatment the Poles had meted out to
the ethnic Germans in Poland:
…I traveled up to the Polish corridor where the German
authorities permitted me to interview the German
refugees from many Polish cities and towns. The story
was the same. Mass arrests and long marches along
roads toward the interior of Poland. The railroads were
crowded with troop movements. Those who fell by the
wayside were shot. The Polish authorities seemed to
have gone mad. I have been questioning people all my
life and I think I know how to make deductions from the
exaggerated stories told by people who have passed
through harrowing personal experiences. But even with
generous allowance, the situation was plenty bad. To me
the war seemed only a question of hours.[41]
British Ambassador Nevile Henderson in Berlin was
concentrating on obtaining recognition from Halifax of
the cruel fate of the German minority in Poland.
Henderson emphatically warned Halifax on August 24,
1939, that German complaints about the treatment of
the German minority in Poland were fully supported by
the facts. Henderson knew that the Germans were
prepared to negotiate, and he stated to Halifax that war
between Poland and Germany was inevitable unless
negotiations were resumed between the two countries.
Henderson pleaded with Halifax that it would be contrary
to Polish interests to attempt a full military occupation of
Danzig, and he added a scathingly effective denunciation
of Polish policy. What Henderson failed to realize is that
Halifax was pursuing war for its own sake as an
instrument of policy. Halifax desired the complete
destruction of Germany.[42]

On August 25, 1939, Ambassador Henderson reported to
Halifax the latest Polish atrocity at Bielitz, Upper Silesia.
Henderson never relied on official German statements
concerning these incidents, but instead based his reports
on information he received from neutral sources. The
Poles continued to forcibly deport the Germans of that
area, and compelled them to march into the interior of
Poland. Eight Germans were murdered and many more
were injured during one of these actions.
Hitler was faced with a terrible dilemma. If Hitler did
nothing, the Germans of Poland and Danzig would be
abandoned to the cruelty and violence of a hostile
Poland. If Hitler took effective action against the Poles,
the British and French might declare war against
Germany. Henderson feared that the Bielitz atrocity
would be the final straw to prompt Hitler to invade
Poland. Henderson, who strongly desired peace with
Germany, deplored the failure of the British government
to exercise restraint over the Polish authorities.[43]
On August 23, 1939, Germany and the Soviet Union
entered into the Molotov-Ribbentrop agreement. This
non-aggression pact contained a secret protocol which
recognized a Russian sphere of influence in Eastern
Europe. German recognition of this Soviet sphere of
influence would not apply in the event of a diplomatic
settlement of the German-Polish dispute. Hitler had
hoped to recover the diplomatic initiative through the
Molotov-Ribbentrop
nonaggression
pact.
However,
Chamberlain warned Hitler in a letter dated August 23,
1939, that Great Britain would support Poland with
military force regardless of the Molotov-Ribbentrop
agreement. Józef Beck also continued to refuse to
negotiate a peaceful settlement with Germany.[44]
Germany made a new offer to Poland on August 29,
1939, for a last diplomatic campaign to settle the
German-Polish dispute. The terms of a new German plan
for a settlement, the so-called Marienwerder proposals,
were less important than the offer to negotiate as such.
The terms of the Marienwerder proposals were intended
as nothing more than a tentative German plan for a
possible
settlement.
The
German
government
emphasized that these terms were formulated to offer a
basis for unimpeded negotiations between equals rather
than constituting a series of demands which Poland
would be required to accept. There was nothing to
prevent the Poles from offering an entirely new set of
proposals of their own.
The Germans, in offering to negotiate with Poland, were
indicating that they favored a diplomatic settlement over
war with Poland. The willingness of the Poles to negotiate
would not in any way have implied a Polish retreat or
their readiness to recognize the German annexation of
Danzig. The Poles could have justified their acceptance to
negotiate with the announcement that Germany, and not
Poland, had found it necessary to request new
negotiations. In refusing to negotiate, the Poles were
announcing that they favored war. The refusal of British
Foreign Secretary Halifax to encourage the Poles to
negotiate indicated that he also favored war.[45]
French Prime Minister Daladier and British Prime Minister
Chamberlain were both privately critical of the Polish
government. Daladier in private denounced the “criminal
folly” of the Poles. Chamberlain admitted to Ambassador
Joseph Kennedy that it was the Poles, and not the
Germans, who were unreasonable. Kennedy reported to
President Roosevelt, “frankly he [Chamberlain] is more
worried about getting the Poles to be reasonable than the
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Germans.” However, neither Daladier nor Chamberlain
made any effort to influence the Poles to negotiate with
the Germans.[46]
On August 29, 1939, the Polish government decided
upon the general mobilization of its army. The Polish
military plans stipulated that general mobilization would
be ordered only in the event of Poland’s decision for war.
Henderson informed Halifax of some of the verified Polish
violations prior to the war. The Poles blew up the
Dirschau (Tczew) bridge across the Vistula River even
though the eastern approach to the bridge was in
German territory (East Prussia). The Poles also occupied
a number of Danzig installations and engaged in fighting
with the citizens of Danzig on the same day. Henderson
reported that Hitler was not insisting on the total military
defeat of Poland. Hitler was prepared to terminate
hostilities if the Poles indicated that they were willing to
negotiate a satisfactory settlement.[47]
Germany decided to invade Poland on September 1,
1939. All of the British leaders claimed that the entire
responsibility for starting the war was Hitler’s. Prime
Minister Chamberlain broadcast that evening on British
radio that “the responsibility for this terrible catastrophe
(war in Poland) lies on the shoulders of one man, the
German Chancellor.” Chamberlain claimed that Hitler had
ordered Poland to come to Berlin with the unconditional
obligation of accepting without discussion the exact
German terms. Chamberlain denied that Germany had
invited the Poles to engage in normal negotiations.
Chamberlain’s statements were unvarnished lies, but the
Polish case was so weak that it was impossible to defend
it with the truth.
Halifax also delivered a cleverly hypocritical speech to
the House of Lords on the evening of September 1, 1939.
Halifax claimed that the best proof of the British will to
peace was to have Chamberlain, the great appeasement
leader, carry Great Britain into war. Halifax concealed the
fact that he had taken over the direction of British
foreign policy from Chamberlain in October 1938, and
that Great Britain would probably not be moving into war
had this not happened. He assured his audience that
Hitler, before the bar of history, would have to assume
full responsibility for starting the war. Halifax insisted
that the English conscience was clear, and that, in
looking back, he did not wish to change a thing as far as
British policy was concerned.[48]
On September 2, 1939, Italy and Germany agreed to
hold a mediation conference among themselves and
Great Britain, France and Poland. Halifax attempted to
destroy the conference plan by insisting that Germany
withdraw her forces from Poland and Danzig before Great
Britain and France would consider attending the
mediation conference. French Foreign Minister Bonnet
knew that no nation would accept such treatment, and
that the attitude of Halifax was unreasonable and
unrealistic.
Ultimately, the mediation effort collapsed, and both
Great Britain and France declared war against Germany
on September 3, 1939. When Hitler read the British
declaration of war against Germany, he paused and
asked of no one in particular: “What now?”[49] Germany
was now in an unnecessary war with three European
nations.
Similar to the other British leaders, Nevile Henderson,
the British ambassador to Germany, later claimed that
the entire responsibility for starting the war was Hitler’s.
Henderson wrote in his memoirs in 1940: “If Hitler

wanted peace he knew how to insure it; if he wanted
war, he knew equally well what would bring it about. The
choice lay with him, and in the end the entire
responsibility for war was his.”[50] Henderson forgot in
this passage that he had repeatedly warned Halifax that
the Polish atrocities against the German minority in
Poland were extreme. Hitler invaded Poland in order to
end these atrocities.
Polish Atrocities Continue against German Minority
The Germans in Poland continued to experience an
atmosphere of terror in the early part of September
1939. Throughout the country the Germans had been
told, “If war comes to Poland you will all be hanged.”
This prophecy was later fulfilled in many cases.
The famous Bloody Sunday in Toruń on September 3,
1939, was accompanied by similar massacres elsewhere
in Poland. These massacres brought a tragic end to the
long suffering of many ethnic Germans. This catastrophe
had been anticipated by the Germans before the
outbreak of war, as reflected by the flight, or attempted
escape, of large numbers of Germans from Poland. The
feelings of these Germans were revealed by the
desperate slogan, “Away from this hell, and back to the
Reich!”[51]
Dr. Alfred-Maurice de Zayas writes concerning the ethnic
Germans in Poland:
The first victims of the war were Volksdeutsche, ethnic
German civilians resident in and citizens of Poland. Using
lists prepared years earlier, in part by lower
administrative offices, Poland immediately deported
15,000 Germans to Eastern Poland. Fear and rage at the
quick German victories led to hysteria. German “spies”
were seen everywhere, suspected of forming a fifth
column. More than 5,000 German civilians were
murdered in the first days of the war. They were
hostages and scapegoats at the same time. Gruesome
scenes were played out in Bromberg on September 3, as
well as in several other places throughout the province of
Posen, in Pommerellen, wherever German minorities
resided.[52]
Polish atrocities against ethnic Germans have been
documented in the book Polish Acts of Atrocity against
the German Minority in Poland. Most of the outside world
dismissed this book as nothing more than propaganda
used to justify Hitler’s invasion of Poland. However,
skeptics failed to notice that forensic pathologists from
the International Red Cross and medical and legal
observers from the United States verified the findings of
these investigations of Polish war crimes. These
investigations were also conducted by German police and
civil administrations, and not the National Socialist Party
or the German military. Moreover, both anti-German and
other university-trained researchers have acknowledged
that the charges in the book are based entirely on factual
evidence.[53]
The book Polish Acts of Atrocity against the
German Minority in Poland stated:
When the first edition of this collection of documents
went to press on November 17, 1939, 5,437 cases of
murder committed by soldiers of the Polish army and by
Polish civilians against men, women and children of the
German minority had been definitely ascertained. It was
known that the total when fully ascertained would be
very much higher. Between that date and February 1,
1940, the number of identified victims mounted to
12,857. At the present stage investigations disclose that
in addition to these 12,857, more than 45,000 persons
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are still missing. Since there is no trace of them, they
must also be considered victims of the Polish terror. Even
the figure 58,000 is not final. There can be no doubt that
the inquiries now being carried out will result in the
disclosure of additional thousands dead and missing.[54]
Medical examinations of the dead showed that Germans
of all ages, from four months to 82 years of age, were
murdered. The report concluded:
It was shown that the murders were committed with the
greatest brutality and that in many cases they were
purely sadistic acts—that gouging of eyes was
established and that other forms of mutilation, as
supported by the depositions of witnesses, may be
considered as true.
The method by which the individual murders were
committed in many cases reveals studied physical and
mental torture; in this connection several cases of killing
extended over many hours and of slow death due to
neglect had to be mentioned.
By far the most important finding seems to be the proof
that murder by such chance weapons as clubs or knives
was the exception, and that as a rule modern, highlyeffective army rifles and pistols were available to the
murderers. It must be emphasized further that it was
possible to show, down to the minutest detail, that there
could have been no possibility of execution [under
military law].[55]
The Polish atrocities were not acts of personal revenge,
professional jealously or class hatred; instead, they were
a concerted political action. They were organized mass
murders caused by a psychosis of political animosity. The
hate-inspired urge to destroy everything German was
driven by the Polish press, radio, school and government
propaganda. Britain’s blank check of support had
encouraged Poland to conduct inhuman atrocities against
its German minority.[56]
The book Polish Acts of Atrocity against the German
Minority in Poland explained why the Polish government
encouraged such atrocities:
The guarantee of assistance given Poland by the British
Government was the agent which lent impetus to
Britain’s policy of encirclement. It was designed to
exploit the problem of Danzig and the Corridor to begin a
war, desired and long-prepared by England, for the
annihilation of Greater Germany. In Warsaw moderation
was no longer considered necessary, and the opinion
held was that matters could be safely brought to a head.
England was backing this diabolical game, having
guaranteed the “integrity” of the Polish state. The British
assurance of assistance meant that Poland was to be the
battering ram of Germany’s enemies. Henceforth Poland
neglected no form of provocation of Germany and, in its
blindness, dreamt of “victorious battle at Berlin’s gates.”
Had it not been for the encouragement of the English war
clique, which was stiffening Poland’s attitude toward the
Reich and whose promises led Warsaw to feel safe, the
Polish Government would hardly have let matters
develop to the point where Polish soldiers and civilians
would eventually interpret the slogan to extirpate all
German influence as an incitement to the murder and
bestial mutilation of human beings.[57]
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"AlexanderGauland"<alexander.gauland@alternativefuer.
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"Björn
Höcke"
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"Beatrix Von Storch Afd" <afd@beatrixvonstorch.de>
Betreff: Rauswurf von Doris v Sayn- Wittgenstein, Jens
Ahnemüller u. a.

Sehr geehrte Frau Dr. Weidel, sehr geehrte Frau von
Storch, sehr geehrter Herr Dr. Gauland, sehr geehrter
Herr Höcke,
mit Fassungslosigkeit und Unverständnis habe ich zur
Kenntnis genommen, dass Frau von Sayn-Wittgenstein
aus der Fraktion in Kiel ausgeschlossen wurde, weil sie
Werbung für den Verein Gedächtnisstätte gemacht haben
soll. Der Verein setzt sich für das Gedenken an die
Millionen Toten durch die Vertreibung ein, was lange,
lange überfällig war und es ist ungeheuer, dass in diesem
Land ein solches Gedenken als rechtsextrem eingestuft

wird. (Von wem eigentlich? Von der Antifa? Die Kieler
Fraktion sollte sich schämen!)
Ich telefoniere fast täglich mit einer alten Dame aus
Ostpreußen, die bis heute nicht darüber hinwegkommt,
dass die Polen nach dem Krieg ihren Vater in einem
Lager unter Leitung eines Mannes namens Mandelbaum
erschlagen haben. Sie will nun in diesem Verein eine
kleine Gedächtnistafel für ihn anbringen lassen, was ihr
eine große seelische Erleichterung bereitet. Und das soll
rechtsextrem sein?
Es ist für mich unbegreiflich, wie die AfD über jedes
Stöckchen springt, was ihr vom System unter die Nase
gehalten wird. Schon bei der letzten Hessenwahl habe ich
sie daher nur noch mit großen Zweifeln gewählt, auch
wegen des unmöglichen Verhaltens von Uwe Junge aus
Rheinland Pfalz und dem Rauswurf von Jens Ahnemüller.
Sie müssen sich wirklich nicht einbilden, dass sie das
Etikett "rechts", das man Ihnen anheftet, dadurch
loswerden, dass Sie sich von angeblich Rechten trennen.
Es wird nur zur Zerfleischung der Partei führen und zu
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massiven Wählereinbußen. Wer sich vom System jagen
lässt, bleibt der unterlegene Gejagte. Ist dies etwa
gewollt?
Soll
die
AfD
nur
vorübergehend
die
unzufriedenen
Patrioten
auffangen,
damit
die
Systemparteien weiter ungehindert Politik gegen
Deutschland machen können? Denn soviel sie in der
Opposition auch immer fordert, es wird nie durchgesetzt
werden gegen die geballte Macht der Ignoranten.
Forderungen wirklich durchsetzen können Sie nur mit
51%.
Ich bin inzwischen über 60 und habe 15 Jahre
Kommunalpolitik im Kreistag des Schwalm-Eder-Kreises
in Hessen gemacht, die ersten Jahre für die REP als
Parteilose, später für ein neues Bürgerbündnis. Und ich
habe immer wieder erlebt, wie Parteien von Patrioten als
Rechtsextreme stigmatisiert wurden und nach durchaus
guten Anfangserfolgen irgendwann in der Versenkung
verschwunden sind, weil die Masse der Bevölkerung nun
einmal den Medienlügen glaubt. Ich habe in diesen 15
Jahren
alle
Anfeindungen,
Beleidigungen,
Denunzierungen, Unhöflichkeiten, Gemeinheiten und
Angriffe erlebt, die Sie heute auch erleben, bis hin zu
einem völlig rechtswidrigen Berufsverbot als Lehrerin.
Die Heftigkeit dieser Angriffe beweist aber nur die Angst
der Etablierten um ihre Pfründe. Um etwas anderes geht
es leider den meisten dieser Herrschaften nicht.
Es wird endlich Zeit, Patrioten nicht als Rechtsextreme zu
verunglimpfen,
sondern
diesen
vaterlandslosen
Schmarotzern auf der linken Seite, die hier die Meinung
vorgeben und bestimmen und manipulieren, den Spiegel
vorzuhalten: Ihr seid die Undemokraten, die Lügner und
Verleumder, die Denunzianten und Vaterlandsverräter.
Wir brauchen eine echte Wende hin zu Menschen, die
dieses Volk und seine Rechte verteidigen! Euer
Etikettenschwindel zieht nicht mehr! Wir sind Patrioten,
und das ist gut so! Wir sind rechts, und das ist gut so!

Denn die Mitte ist inzwischen leider ganz nach links
abgewandert. Und das Land ist zu einer geradezu
unerträglichen Meinungsdiktatur verkommen.
Es kann doch nicht sein, dass mir täglich(!) Menschen
begegnen, die hinter vorgehaltener Hand flüstern: "Das
darf man ja heute nicht sagen!" Eine solche Angst, die
eigene Meinung auch nur auszusprechen, weil man sonst
Sanktionen bis hin zur Existenzvernichtung fürchtet,
gehört wahrlich nicht zur Vorstellung, die ich von einem
freien Land habe. Und der Kotau vor Israel auch nicht.
Ebensowenig wie die Tatsache, dass heutzutage
ausgewiesene Volksfeinde wie die dümmliche Claudia
Roth ("Ich mache zwanzig Jahre Türkeipolitik.") oder KGE
Politik
machen
dürfen
und
sogar
Bundestagsvizepräsidentin sein dürfen. Auch gegen
ausgewiesene
Kommunisten
wie
Ramelow
und
Kretschmar hat niemand etwas einzuwenden. Aber wehe,
man hat auf der Straße einen "Rechten" gegrüßt... Dann
muss man sofort geächtet werden.
Vergessen Sie nie: Der Feind liebt den Verrat und die
Denunziation, aber nicht die Verräter und Denunzianten.
Angriff ist die beste Verteidigung. Immer nur weinen:
"Ich bin aber doch gar nicht rechts" hilft gar nichts. Das
entlockt den Stegners und Konsorten nicht einmal ihr
fieses, arrogantes Lächeln. Noch einmal: "Ich bin rechts.
Und das IST GUT SO!"
Schillers Rütli-Schwur sollte uns Mahnung sein:
"Wir wollen sein ein einzig Volk von Brüdern, in
keiner Not uns trennen und Gefahr.
Wir wollen frei sein, wie die Väter waren, eher den
Tod, als in der Knechtschaft leben.
Wir wollen trauen auf den höchsten Gott und uns
nicht fürchten vor der Macht der Menschen."
Ingeborg Godenau

_________________________________________________

Swiss Guard Nathanaël encountered two problems at the
Vatican: girls and homosexuals. The scarcity of the
former and the omnipresence of the latter.
I met Nathanaël by chance, when I was staying at the
Vatican. I was a bit lost in the maze of stairs and he

showed me the way. He wasn’t shy; we fell into
conversation.
At first I thought that Nathanaël was one of the
contractual staff who intervened within the Vatican if
things went wrong. The blue overalls that he wore that
day made him look like an ordinary Italian worker. So I
was surprised to see him a few days later in the red,
yellow and blue ‘gala’ uniform: he
was a Swiss Guard! A Swiss
Guard with a toolbox!
Frederic Martel, author of 'In
the Closet of the Vatican:
Power,
Homosexuality,
Hypocrisy' Source: Supplied
I contacted Nathanaël again
some time later, on another stay
in Rome, and then I encountered
his polite but firm refusal to see me again. I would later
learn that this was one of the rules imposed on the Swiss
Guard. For reasons I shall not go into here, he did agree
to talk to me in the end, and we developed the habit of
meeting at the Café Makasar, in the Borgo, only a few
minutes’ walk from the barracks of the Swiss Guard, but
far from the places frequented by either Monsignori or
tourists and hence discreet in a way that suited both of
us.
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Tall, with a long face, charming, Nathanaël was clearly
very sociable. At our initial meeting, he told me his first
name (altered here) and his telephone number; his
surname was revealed to me only subsequently, and
inadvertently, when I entered his details on my
smartphone and his mobile number was automatically
‘matched’ with his Google + account.
However, Nathanaël isn’t on Instagram or Facebook, and
there is no photograph of him on Google Images,
according to a strict Vatican rule that imposes extreme
discretion on the Swiss Guard.
“No selfies, no profiles on social media,” Nathanaël
confirms to me.
Girls and homosexuals, as stated, are the two problems
that the Swiss Guard faces at the Holy See. Since taking
the job, he has managed to sleep “with 10 girls”, he tells
me, but the obligation of celibacy is a nuisance.
And the rules are strict.
“We have to be at the barracks before midnight and we
can never stay out. We are forbidden to be in a couple,
since marriage is only authorised for senior officers, and
it is strictly forbidden to bring girls back to the barracks.
We are discouraged from meeting them in town, and
denunciation is sometimes encouraged.”
These prudish obsessions of the old bogeymen at the
Vatican bother Nathanaël, who considers that the
essential questions, involving the sovereign missions of
the Guard, are not taken into account — questions
concerning the security of the pope, which in his view
leaves much to be desired.
I tell him that I have frequently returned to the Vatican
via the gate called Arco delle Campare — the most
magical of all, beneath the clock to the left of St Peter’s
in Rome — without having to show any kind of ID, and
without my bag being searched, because a cardinal or an
ordinary priest living inside had come out to fetch me.
I showed him a key I had which allowed me to enter the
Vatican, without any inspection, when I returned to the
apartment in which I was staying. The Swiss Guard was
troubled by my experiences.
During about a dozen secret meetings at the Café
Makasar, he revealed to me what really troubled him in
the Vatican: the sustained and sometimes aggressive
advances of certain cardinals.
“If just one of them touches me, I’ll smash his face in
and resign,” he tells me in explicit terms.
Nathanaël isn’t gay, or even gay-friendly: he tells me of
his revulsion at several cardinals and bishops who tried it
on with him (and gives me their names). He was
traumatised by what he had discovered in the Vatican in
terms of double lives, sexual advances and even
harassment.
“I’ve been disgusted by what I’ve seen. I still haven’t got
over it. And to think that I took a vow to ‘sacrifice my
life’ if necessary, for the pope!”
In the course of my investigation, I interviewed 11 Swiss
Guards. Apart from Nathanaël, whom I saw regularly in

Rome, most of my contacts were made on the military
pilgrimage to Lourdes or, in Switzerland, with former
guardsmen whom I was able to meet during more than
30 stays in Zurich, Basel, St Gallen, Lucerne, Geneva and
Lausanne. They have been reliable sources for this book,
informing me about the morals of the Curia and the
double lives of many cardinals who have, matter-of
factly, flirted with them.
Like Nathanaël, Swiss Guard Alexis had passes made at
him by dozens of cardinals and bishops, to the point that
he thought of resigning from the Guard.
“The harassment is so insistent that I said to myself that
I was going straight home. Many of us are exasperated
by the usually rather indiscreet advances of the cardinals
and bishops.”
Alexis tells me that one of his colleagues was regularly
called in the middle of the night by a cardinal who said
he needed him in his room.
Other similar incidents were revealed by the press: from
the inconsequential gift left on the bed of a Swiss Guard,
along with a visiting card, to more advanced passes that
could be called harassment or sexual aggression.
“It took me a long time to realise that we were
surrounded, at the Vatican, by frustrated men who see
the Swiss Guard as fresh meat. They impose celibacy on
us and refuse to let us marry because they want to keep
us for themselves, it’s as simple as that. They are so
misogynistic, so perverse! They would like us to be like
them: secret homosexuals!”
Nathanaël, when his service is over and his ‘liberation’
completed, never expects to set foot in the Vatican
again, “except on holiday with my wife”.
Another Swiss Guard, interviewed in Basel, confirms to
me that the homosexuality of the cardinals and prelates
is one of the most frequently discussed subjects in the
barracks, and the stories they hear from their comrades
further amplify the experiences they have had
themselves.
Speaking with Alexis, as with Nathanaël and the other
Swiss Guards, we mention precise names, and the list of
cardinals and bishops who have made passes at them is
confirmed, proving to be as long as Cardinal Burke’s
cappa magna.
Even though I know about the issue, these statements
still surprise me: The number of the elect is even larger
than I thought.
Why did they agree to talk to me so freely, to the extent
that they are surprised by their own daring? Not out of
jealousy or vanity, like some cardinals and bishops; not
to help the cause, like most of my gay contacts within
the Vatican. But out of disappointment, like men who
have lost their illusions.
This is an edited extract from In the Closet of the Vatican:
Power, Homosexuality, Hypocrisy by Frederic Martel
(Bloomsbury $34.99). Out now.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Damning evidence against Cardinal George Pell | 60
Minutes Australia
60 Minutes Australia Published on Feb 25, 2019
In 2015, 60 Minutes presented damning new evidence against
Pell. He has always argued his intervention on behalf of child

Australian paedophile support ring, which includes
2 former PM’s, out themselves in their support of
George Pell
In the last week 2 former Australian Prime Ministers,
John Howard and Tony Abbott, have confirmed they
supported George Pell before and after he was convicted
of being a paedophile. The only person I know who would
support a paedophile is another paedophile. So, with that
and the other evidence below the question that has to be
asked is if Howard and Abbott are paedophiles
themselves.
In 2015 former Liberal Party Senator Bill Heffernan said
in parliament that he had a police list of 28 paedophiles,
which included a former Prime Minister and current
judges, that was leaked to him by a law enforcement
body. This was not refuted by the Attorney-General or
former
AttorneyGenerals who it was
also
claimed
had
seen the list. In fact
no
one
in
government
or
anywhere else ever
denied
the
list
existed.
George Pell and Tony Abbott

Then this week 2 former Prime Ministers, Tony Abbott
and John Howard, gave their full-support for convicted
paedophile Cardinal George Pell which included John
Howard writing a letter of reference (see the letter
below) for Pell to try to get him a lesser jail sentence. At
the very least it should make you wonder if at least one
of them is a paedophile although Tony Abbott was the
Prime Minister at the time
Bill Heffernan raised the
list in parliament so that
would rule him out as the
“former Prime Minister”
named on the list.
“In the photo, Catholic
priest
Gerald
Ridsdale
(left, in sunglasses and
hat)
walks
to
court,
accompanied
by
his

abuse victims was innovative, independent and compassionate.
But now, secret documents reveal it as a cynical smokescreen
designed to protect the Catholic Church at all costs. WATCH
more of 60 Minutes Australia: https://www.60minutes.com.au
LIKE 60 Minutes Australia on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/60Minutes9 FOLLOW 60 Minutes
Australia on Twitter: https://twitter.com/60Mins FOLLOW 60
Minutes Australia on Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/60minutes9 For forty years, 60
Minutes have been telling Australians the world’s greatest
stories. Tales that changed history, our nation and our lives.
Reporters Liz Hayes, Allison Langdon, Tara Brown, Charles
Wooley, Liam Bartlett and Sarah Abo look past the headlines
because there is always a bigger picture. Sundays are for 60
Minutes.
* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAZmxkphdwU

#60MinutesAustralia

support person (Bishop George Pell, then an auxiliary
bishop in Melbourne), when Father Ridsdale was pleading
guilty to his first batch of criminal charges in May 1993
for sexually abusing children. But no bishop accompanied
the victims, who felt deserted by the church leaders.”

Even though we didn’t know at the time it turns out Pell
was supporting his fellow paedophile in court and
obviously didn’t careless for the victims. But the picture
alone said Pell was a grub for supporting Father Ridsdale
in court and Prime Ministers, and any person with selfrespect, should have nothing to do with Pell.
I published an article in 2015 titled: “Who is the former
Australian Prime Minister and judges who are
paedophiles?“ and said:
There is enough detail in Senator Heffernan’s allegations
to make them very credible. Some of the details are:
1. The list “formed part of police documents that had
been “signed off” by Gary Crooke, QC, the former
senior counsel assisting NSW’s Wood royal
commission into police corruption in the 1990s. Mr
Crooke declined to comment when contacted by
Fairfax Media on Tuesday.”
2. The list includes a former Australian Prime
Minister, judges, members of the legal fraternity
and others.
3. “Every Commonwealth attorney-general since
Philip Ruddock had seen the list”. This seems to
have been confirmed by Philip Ruddock and
Former Labor Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus.
4. Senator
Heffernan “accused
former
royal
commissioner Justice
James
Roland
Wood of
refusing to investigate lawyers who had allegedly
attended a Kings Cross “boy brothel”. (Click here
to read more)
5. The name of the club was Costellos and was a
known “boy brothel” attended by members of the
Sydney legal fraternity. (Click here to read more)
6. Former Royal Commissioner Wood denied the
allegations by Senator Heffernan, but not
outright. “Mr Wood could not recall if the alleged
list had been raised at the 1995 commission but
said: “I reject that we failed to investigate anyone
that fell within our terms of reference.” That is a
very weak denial by Mr Wood and allows him
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plenty of wriggle room to change his story later
down the track if needed. (Click here to read
more)
(Click here to read the full 2015 article: “Who is the
former Australian Prime Minister and judges who are
paedophiles?”
Below is the video of Senator Bill Heffernan on 19th
October 2015 making the allegations in parliament:
Continue at:
*https://kangaroocourtofaustralia.com/2019/03/02/au
stralian-paedophile-support-ring-which-includes-toformer-pms-out-themselves-in-their-support-of-georgepell/

***
Why did Howard, Abbott and the rest come out to
support George Pell?
By Julie Szego March 2, 2019 — 11.02pm
No one could accuse John Howard, Tony Abbott and
George Pell’s defenders in the Murdoch press of courting
popularity.
They’re brave in the craziest sense. Abbott called Pell
after his conviction became public on Tuesday. The
cardinal remains his “friend”.
Calling a convicted paedophile a “friend” might haunt
Abbott come campaign season when he’ll be clinging to
his seat. Especially when that convicted paedophile had
in Australia presided, controversially and
incuriously, over a mighty institution
once so infested with paedophiles it was
a quasi paedophile ring.
The pro-Pell camp attack the judiciary
only when it delivers results they don’t
like. Illustration: Matt Davidson.Credit:

Howard provided a character reference for Pell, as
is his right. He wrote that “none of these matters” –
Pell’s conviction and lodging of an appeal – “alter my
opinion of the cardinal.” An odd line; redundant, if
nothing else.
How do these former prime ministers reconcile their
loyalty to Pell with the shocking crimes he’s been found
guilty of? Do they think that even if he did abuse the two
boys, violating their innocence and derailing their lives,
he’s still a great man, deserving compassion?
I don’t believe Howard and Abbott are experiencing such
moral dissonance.
The task of entirely rejecting the jury's guilty verdict falls
to the Murdoch columnists, who’ve this week more than
earned their danger money. No tough-on-crime rhetoric
this time. Now they’re decrying a lynch mob mentality
that’s robbed Pell of a fair trial.
Pell’s “been falsely convicted”, says the Herald Sun’s
Andrew Bolt. “That’s my opinion based on the
overwhelming evidence.” Never mind he has no access to
the “overwhelming evidence” because in sex offence
cases in Victoria the alleged victim’s evidence is routinely
kept secret. Journalists couldn’t even read in the
transcript what the jury heard in court.
This is a curious case, for sure. Straight after Mass,
behind an open door in a busy cathedral, the archbishop
molested two choir boys he’d
never met before. “Only a mad
man” would be that reckless,
said his lawyer, Robert Richter,
QC.
George
Pell
and
John
Howard in 2004. The former
prime minister has provided

a reference for Pell in the wake of his conviction
for sexual assault. Credit: AAP
We could respond that some predators get off on
precisely this sort of madness. Or as the County Court’s
chief judge Peter Kidd told Richter at this week’s presentence hearing: “He did have in his mind some sense
of impunity.”
Or we could say generally that many convictions rest on
the victim’s uncorroborated evidence, loose ends and all.
Which in this case apparently includes the question of
whether Pell could produce an erect penis through a
seamless alb.
Ultimately: in the system we must trust. Even if it’s
sensible to make a distinction in our own minds between
what the court found had happened and the truth of
what happened. Not because Pell’s victim shouldn’t be
believed. Because our criminal justice system rests on
evidence not belief; and as the evidence here is largely
one man’s word, I’d caution against exuberance.
But suggesting the truth of what happened in the
cathedral in 1996 might be unknowable, is, however,
very different to casting doubt on the court’s finding of
what happened.
The doubters claim Pell has been scapegoated for the
church’s sins.
“What the last year has shown is that the justice system
can be systematically assaulted from the outside (by the
media and police) in a conscious attempt to make a fair
trial impossible,” says Greg Craven, vice-chancellor of
the Australian Catholic University and another referee for
Pell, though I’m not suggesting he’s a frontline culture
warrior.
“How hard it must have been,” laments the Daily
Telegraph’s Miranda Devine, “to find 12 impartial souls
after the campaign of vilification against Pell over the
past two decades and the carefully orchestrated drip feed
of lurid allegations by Victoria Police to selected media
against the backdrop of shocking revelations of child
sexual abuse by clergy around the world.”
Asks Bolt: “Is it remotely possible that this fevered
climate of hatred for our most senior Catholic never
leached into the jury room?”
Yet despite this apparently febrile context, the first jury
was deadlocked.
Had the “climate of hatred” for Pell leached into that first
jury room ... only a bit? Are we to conclude that first trial
was almost fair, as some souls had evidently remained
“impartial”?
Pell’s supporters slag the umpires selectively, assaulting
the justice system from outside only when it delivers an
outcome they don’t like. They’re determined to see the
conviction of one man, albeit one symbolically powerful
social conservative, as emblematic of a wider battle,
chalking it up as yet another loss to the Left, the haters,
the pro-choice, equal-marriage, militant-secularist, nonbinary brigade.
George Pell's barrister
Robert Richter, QC, is
surrounded
by
the
media as he leaves court
on
Wednesday.Credit:
AAP

It will be fascinating to
see the response when the Court of Appeal rules. If the
conviction is really as egregious and unreasonable as the
pro-Pell camp claims then surely the court will find a
way, no matter the legal hurdles, to overturn it? And if
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the conviction stands, will they accuse even the high
priests of justice of succumbing to the mob?
And if the appeal goes Pell’s way, will his supporters
declare the justice system healthy, after all? And by the
same token, will the Pell “haters” unequivocally accept
the court quashing Pell’s conviction? Or will it be their
turn to savage the umpires?
Julie Szego is a regular columnist.
*https://www.smh.com.au/national/why-did-howardabbott-and-the-rest-come-out-to-support-george-pell20190301-p5114b.html

********

Peter Blenkiron's wife Clare Linane writes powerful
open letter to Andrew Bolt
March 4 2019 - 10:00AM
Clare Linane and Peter
Blenkiron with their two
children, Meg and Max.

There has been much
commentary
since
Cardinal George Pell’s
convictions
for
child
sexual abuse became
public knowledge last
week. One of the most controversial posts was written by
the Herald Sun columnist Andrew Bolt, who cast doubt
on the guilty verdict. Now, Clare Linane, who lives in
Ballarat and is married to Peter Blenkiron, an abuse
survivor, has written an open letter to the Newscorp
writer
and
the
reaction
has
been
extraordinary.
With more than 18,000
shares on Facebook, it
has been one of the
most
widely
read
personal responses to
the Pell verdict. Here,
with
Ms
Linane’s
permission, The Courier
publishes her letter in
full:
Clare Linane and Max Blenkiron (wearing t-shirts with
Peter's face on them) at a Loud Fence event in Ballarat in
February.

Dear Mr Bolt,
My name is Clare Linane. As you know, I am a Ballarat
local who has been living with the aftermath of child
sexual abuse for many years. My husband, Peter
Blenkiron, is a survivor of clergy abuse at 11 years old.
You met him whilst in Rome three years ago.
I am compelled to write to you after you expressed your
opinion that George Pell has been falsely convicted (27 &
28 Feb, Herald Sun).
You are entitled to your opinion.
What concerns me, however, is your statement that your
opinion is based on “overwhelming evidence”. I believe
this is misleading, irresponsible and ignorant. Your lack
of genuine insight into the issue of sexual child abuse
makes a mockery of survivors and all they have endured.
The “overwhelming evidence” you mention includes some
of the following points (*), which I would like to respond
to in an attempt to help educate you about this issue:
* “One of the boys, now dead, denied he’d been abused”

To provide context for readers, when the mother of the
now deceased victim asked him, more than once, if he
had been sexually assaulted - he denied it.
Among survivors of clergy (and non-clergy) childhood
sexual abuse, it is common for them to deny the abuse
occurred. As vulnerable children, they are incredibly
embarrassed, confused, and ashamed. They do not
understand what has happened to them, and their shame
is magnified by the revered status of their abuser.
According to the rigorous Report for the Royal
Commission into The Impact of Delayed Reporting on the
Prosecution and Outcomes of Child Sexual Abuse
Cases….“children have also been found to be less likely
to disclose and more likely to delay if the perpetrator is a
parent or parent figure, or a person in a position of trust
and authority”
I asked my own husband about this. Although Brother
Edward Dowlan had molested and raped him in 1974,
when his parents asked him in 1975 if anything had
happened to him, his response was to vehemently deny
it. He states, “You deny it because you don’t want them
to feel guilty. You don’t want them to carry the guilt of
having sent you to this wonderful school, within their
wonderful Church….only for you to be abused. So you
just deny it, to protect them”.
The piece of important evidence you do fail to point out,
is that the deceased victim began using heroin at 14
years of age, after enduring the abuse at 13. He
abandoned a scholarship at St Kevins, spiraled into drug
abuse, and died of a heroin overdose at 30.
This pathway is sadly all too common for sexual abuse
victims.
* “The other (alleged victim) whose identity and
testimony remain secret, didn’t speak of it for many
years”

According to the same report, “Boys and adolescent
males are less likely than their female counterparts to
disclose child sexual abuse at the time of the abuse.
When they do disclose, they take longer to do so….For
example…in a 2008 study…for nearly half the men (45
per cent), it took at least 20 years for them to discuss
their abuse”.
Additionally, The Royal Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Abuse Final Report (2017) found that
the average time it took for men to disclose was 25.7
years. The surviving choirboy disclosed 19 years after his
abuse – earlier than average. The other choirboy died 18
years after his abuse, so was also well inside the
average.
Given this evidence, the fact that one of the
complainants didn’t speak of his abuse for many years is,
it would seem, indicative of a genuine abuse survivor;
not a reason to doubt, as you imply.
* “It allegedly happened in the sacristy, normally a very
busy room”
You state in your article that you are not a Catholic. I am
curious to know why you believe the sacristy is normally
a very busy room?
I was raised a Catholic, and have asked my extensive
network of Catholic friends and family about the sacristy.
I’m yet to find one who tells me the sacristy was, or is,
‘normally’ very busy. The adjectives used have included
“quiet…weird…uncomfortable…scary…silent…solemn”.
* “.where Pell would have known people were almost
certain to walk in”

The prospect of discovery did not deter clergy abusers.
Children were raped with their parents in the next room.
In St Alipius, Ballarat, one child I know of was physically
carried away from the playground by Ridsdale and Best,
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screaming for his life, in front of the other children. At St
Patricks College, boys were physically punished at the
back of the classroom then molested while the rest of the
class faced forward.
To use your words, at any stage all of these abusers
would have known “people were almost certain to walk
in”. And yet they proceeded. Their revered status as
‘next to God’, and their knowledge that the organisation
for which they worked was not about to hold them
accountable, meant the risk of discovery was not a
deterrent.
* “There is no history or pattern of similar abuse by Pell,
unlike with real Church pedophiles such as Gerard
Ridsdale”.

This point is totally irrelevant to Pell’s guilt or otherwise.
Sexual abuse of children is a crime. You don’t have to do
it to (at least) 65 children like Ridsdale; just the once.
Furthermore, it is incorrect. There is a pattern in the
allegations about Pell. The fifth count relates to Pell
pushing one of the choirboys and grabbing his genitals.
The Southwell inquiry in 2002 saw a complainant making
an allegation of Pell “getting a good handful” of his
genitals in the water at Phillip Island. In that internal
Church Inquiry Justice Southwell found that he believed
both the complainant and Pell. Similar claims were made
by the Eureka Pool complainants, one of whom died,
another of whom was to be the complainant in the socalled “swimming pool trial”. That trial was dropped
because of the evidence of another complainant was
ruled inadmissible. The judge did NOT rule out the
evidence of the complainant who made the grabbing
allegations.
* "the man I know seems not just incapable of such
abuse, but so intelligent and cautious that he would never
risk his brilliant career or good name on such a mad
assault in such a public place”.

I’ve never met George Pell so I cannot give a personal
opinion of what he is capable of. Even if I could, it would
be totally irrelevant to his likely guilt or innocence and
would most certainly not be ‘overwhelming evidence’.
Pedophiles can be otherwise lovely, intelligent,
charismatic people. We know from history they include
extremely successful politicians, celebrities, judges,
teachers, priests….they are from all walks of life and run
the whole gamut from stupid to brilliant, charming to
repulsive.
* “Maybe they misremembered. Maybe they had the
wrong guy”

Please spend some time listening to survivors recount
their experiences. You’ll notice that whilst they might be
blurry with exact dates and times, the details of the
perpetrator they sadly cannot get out of their head. My
husband struggles to wear aftershave because Dowlan
wore it whilst he abused him. He remembers looking at
the shaving nicks on his abusers neck as the molestation
took place, and the scent of what came to be, to him, the
sickening smell of cologne. Another survivor I know gets
physically ill when someone smokes Alpine cigarettes
around him, because one of his abusers smoked them.
Furthermore, these boys were 13, not 3. Their brain
development at that age makes them well and truly
capable of facial recognition. George Pell has always had

a very distinctive physical presence and had been
Archbishop for several months at the time. He was
extremely well-known, not just in the cathedral but also
in the media and society more generally. The victim in
this case is unlikely to have mixed Pell up with another 6
foot 4 archbishop.
* “I would, and did, read the transcripts of the trial”.

No Andrew, you may have read a partial transcript. The
full transcript is not available to you or any of us. Only
the survivor, the police, the lawyers, the judge, the jury
and Pell have heard all the evidence. So please stop
implying that you know all the facts: you do not, and nor
do I.
* “Could this attack have happened when not a single
witness corroborated a single one of the accuser’s’
claims?”

Yes, it could. I am yet to meet a survivor who had a
witness to the crime committed against them. And yet
these crimes occurred.
To conclude, Andrew, I reiterate that you are certainly
entitled to your opinion. But please don't make the
irresponsible claim that it is based on "overwhelming
evidence"
This week, I’ve been asked my opinion many, many
times. My response?
“Any opinion I have is irrelevant and ill-informed,
because I am not privy to all the facts of the case.”

How about everyone stops trying to convince people of
Pell’s innocence or guilt; it is not the most important
issue here.
We have hundreds, potentially thousands of survivors
throughout Australia who have not yet come forward.
And when the likes of yourself, and other commentators,
use your public profile to cast doubt over the outcome of
a trial, you make these people even less likely to come
forward and get the assistance they so desperately need.
If you want to support Pell, go and visit him in jail. Help
fund his appeal. Take Miranda Devine with you.
In the meantime, here in Ballarat we are going to
continue to try to deal with the fact that our suicide rate
among males is twice that of Melbourne and 65 percent
greater than the Victorian average.
We are going to keep helping women, children, mothers,
fathers, and siblings pick up the pieces as their
husbands, fathers, sons and brothers prematurely end
their lives.
We are going to keep lobbying for the redress scheme
that the Royal Commission recommended, so that our
survivors get the practical and emotional assistance they
need.
We are going to keep trying to figure out how to reverse
what has now become a cultural problem whereby males
in our community resort to suicide instead of seeking
help.
Honestly, the fact that our most senior Catholic has been
jailed is the least of our worries right now.
READ MORE: Why I took a stand against Andrew Bolt:
Clare Linane speaks out

*https://www.thecourier.com.au/story/5934280/ballar
at-victims-wife-pens-powerful-letter-to-andrew-bolt/
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TBR RADIO’S DIXIE HERITAGE HOUR - MARCH 1, 2019 – Paul Angel
TBR Radio Published on Feb 27, 2019
In this week’s broadcast of TBR Radio Presents: The
Dixie Heritage Hour Dr. Ed talks with TBR's Executive
Editor, Paul Angel, about the March/April issue of The
Barnes Review Magazine.
The conversation begins with a discussion of John Wear's
article on Erwin Rommel, the Desert Fox. Contrary to
propaganda, Rommel was a patriot and was never a part
of a plot to kill his Commander-in-Chief or to commit
treason against his nation. So why did he willfully take
poison when accused? What Rommel and Hitler did
understand was that the war against Germany was
actually a war against the Christian and European culture
and civilization of the German nation.
We have recently seen the same disdain in the way the
media twisted the story of the Covington Catholic kids
whose only crimes were being "Christian" and "white."
This is why the "allies," especially the Soviets, did not

limit their attacks to military targets but also bombed the
churches, statues, great works of art, and cultural icons
of Germany.
In Europe today, we are seeing the same thing
happening as artists such as Alison Chabloz who told TBR
interviewer Dave Gahary, “I’m the only singer in modern
British history who’s actually been put in prison for
singing songs that nobody was forced to listen to.”
There is a brief conversation about Clint Lacy's great
article on the influence that the Knights of the Golden
Circle had in both armies during the War Between the
States, Dr. Ed's article on secession and that it was a
right guaranteed to the States in the Constitution, and
the murderous violence of nelson Mandela.
The discussion ends with an overview of Thomas
Goodrich's article on the savagery of Indian attacks and
TBR Associate Editor John Tiffany's great article on how
violence on the reservation in Oklahoma was actually one
of the reasons why the FBI was established.
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You don't want to miss this great conversation about
another great issue of TBR Magazine.
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8LMo8MMgvc&f
eature=youtu.be

********

*The Montreal Gazette - Jan 18, 1985
*https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=Fr8DH2VBP
9sC&dat=19850118&printsec=frontpage&hl=en

********

How 1984 turned into an instruction manual
By Simon Black, Sovereign Valley Farm, Chile
February 18, 2019 by IWB
“Sometimes [two and two are four], Winston. Sometimes
they are five. Sometimes they are three. Sometimes they
are all of them at once. You must try harder. It is not
easy to become sane.”
One of the key themes from George Orwell’s dystopic
novel 1984 is that the party can do and say whatever it
wants. And more importantly, you must believe it, with
all your heart. No matter how absurd.
That’s doublethink. It is impossible for two plus two to
equal three, four, and five simultaneously. But if the
Party says it is so, it is so.

If you can’t make yourself believe two contradictory facts
simultaneously, that makes you a thought criminal– an
enemy of the Party.
Thoughtcrime is thinking any thought that contradicts
the Party.
Facecrime is when you have the wrong expression on
your face. For instance, if captured enemy soldiers are
being paraded through the streets, looking sympathetic
is a facecrime.
Newspeak is the language of the party–one that has
painstakingly been removed of unnecessary words, or
words that might contradict the party’s ideals.
“Don’t you see that the whole aim of Newspeak is to
narrow the range of thought? In the end we shall make
thoughtcrime literally impossible, because there will be
no words in which to express it.”
During daily two minutes hate, citizens shout and curse
whatever enemies the Party shows them.
And the face of the Party, Big Brother, is watching you.
He helps you be a better citizen.
This isn’t just some random literature lesson.
Understanding Orwell’s 1984 will help you understand
2019 America. For instance, one California state senator
is working on her own version of Newspeak.
She has banned the members of her committee from
using gender pronouns, such as he, she, her, and him.
Instead they must use “they and them” to respect nonbinary gender choices.
So Billy Joel’s famous song “She’s always a woman”
would become “They’re always a non-binary gender. . .”
Somehow that just doesn’t ring with the same
sweetness.
Last month a high school student famously committed a
facecrime when he stood, apparently smirking, while a
Native American activist beat a drum in his face. The 16year-old was then subjected to “two minutes hate” by
the entire nation. The Party labeled him an enemy, and
Twitter obliged.
Of course when I reference the ‘Party’, I don’t mean to
imply that all these Orwellian developments are coming
from a single political party.
They’ve ALL done their parts to advance Orwellian
dystopia and make it a reality. Senators Chuck Schumer
and Bernie Sanders want to limit corporate stock
buybacks and share payouts. But the tax code already
has the accumulated profits tax, which punishes
corporations for NOT engaging in stock buybacks and
share payouts… It’s like doublethink… you have to
simultaneously pay and not pay out dividends.
Same goes for cops will pull you over for speeding, but
also for “suspicious” textbook perfect driving.
The #MeToo movement made it a thoughtcrime to
not immediately believe the accuser and condemn the
accused, no evidence required.
When Matt Damon pointed out that we should not
conflate a pat on the butt with rape, he was met with
“two minutes hate” for expressing the wrong opinion.
On college campuses, some students are upset
that white students are using multicultural spaces.
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Apparently “multicultural” is newspeak for “no whites
allowed.” And when a controversy over offensive
Halloween costumes erupted at Yale a few years ago, it
was a student free speech group which suppressed any
debate on the topic. It’s amazing how they want you to

celebrate diversity… as long as its not intellectual
diversity.
1984 was supposed to be a warning. Instead, it has
become an instruction manual.
*https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/how-1984turned-into-an-instruction-manual/

____________________________________________________
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Ich fuehle mich nicht schuldig!
Fuer ein freies Deutschland – fuer freie Geister - frohe Herzen und gegen den Schuldkult
Na dann – wohl an!
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Die erste Einsendung meines Aufrufes zur Ent-Schuldigung
*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2klkV7FmW8

Ich zeige Euch die Post, die Ihr sehen werdet! *https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDA8zgPF-BE
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Egyptian justice
Wednesday 13 March 2019 10:20PM (view full episode)
*Listen now(Link will open in new window) *Download
audio
Image: One of the more high
profile
political
prisoners,
Egyptian
photojournalist
Mahmoud Abu Zeid, known as
Shawkan,
has
just
been
released. Here he is at home
on March 4, 2019 after five
years in prison in Giza, Egypt . (Stringer/Anadolu
Agency/Getty Images)
Amnesty International says that Egypt is ‘more
dangerous than ever for peaceful critics’.
Eight years after the start of Egypt’s revolution, in 2011,
the Egyptian people are facing an unprecedented attack
on freedom of expression, Amnesty said in January.
Right now, an Australian-Egyptian man is caught up in
what many see as an arbitrary and repressive justice
system.
Comment
Comments on stories are a way for Late Night Live listeners to
contribute to and discuss the program.
Comments are moderated. Before you contribute, we
recommend you read our house rules.
Thank you for posting a comment. Please note that there may
be a delay before your comment appears on the site.

Presented by Phillip Adams
Please note that there is limit per post of 3,000 characters,
including spaces, carriage returns and punctuation (about 500
words). Your email address will not be published.
14.03.2019
How interesting to hear of the "False News" legal
constraint used in Egypt against questioning journalists.
It must have been a remnant of British colonialism
because in 1985 Ernst Zundel in Canada was prosecuted
under the same law for daring to question matters
Holocaust.
In 1992 the Canadian Supreme Court declared this law
unconstitutional and Zundel was free of legal persecution.
But then his persecutors used the just newly minted
Human Rights Act to continue his persecution, and he
escaped to the USA. But Australia dopted this nonsensical
"feel-goood" legislation in 1995 and I was its first
candidate!
A pity that Amnesty International refused to help anyone
who deemed it important to clarify matters Holocaust.
Perhaps this program can also focus on how Germany
imprisons numerous dissenters, especilly old ladies of 90
who dare question the many fabrications and lies that
make up the Holocaust narrative
*https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/lateni
ghtlive/egyptian-justice/10897960

________________________________________________

Hutt River Province at $3m stalemate with
ATO after death of Prince Leonard
By Laura Meachim, 6 March 2019, ABC Mid West and
Wheatbelt
Photo: Leonard Casely,
also known as 'Prince
Leonard of Hutt', passed
away at the age of 93 in
Geraldton. (ABC Midwest
and Wheatbelt: Sarah
Taillier)

At the time of his death,
Leonard
Casely,
the
founder of Hutt River
Province in Western Australia, owed the Australian
Taxation Office $3 million in income taxes. But what
happens to that debt now that he has died?
Known as "Prince Leonard", the self-proclaimed
sovereign seceded from Australia in 1970 and formed the
principality of Hutt River, approximately 100 kilometres
north of Geraldton, Western Australia, over a stoush with
the State Government over wheat production quotas.
***
Key points:
* Self-proclaimed 'Prince Leonard' seceded from Australia
in 1970, forming the micronation of Hutt River.
* In 2017, Prince Leonard abdicated the throne to son
'Prince Graeme'.
* Prince Leonard died in February 2019, owing $3 million
in income tax
* Prince Graeme said the executors have not yet heard
from the ATO.
***

A lengthy legal battle with the ATO resulted in the
Supreme Court ordering Mr Casely, along with his son
Arthur, to pay $3 million in income tax for the eight
financial years between June 2006 and 2013.
Just weeks ago, the 93-year-old died in Geraldton from a
lung infection, after battling emphysema for more than
20 years.
The ATO would not discuss Prince Leonard's case, but in
a statement a spokeswoman said that the trustee or
executor of a deceased estate must lodge all outstanding
tax returns on behalf of a deceased person up to the date
of their death.
"The executor is expected to pay any tax liabilities and
withhold amounts from the assets of income of the
deceased estate, if necessary, in order to pay any
liabilities," she said.
"Any amount included on a tax notice of assessment that
relates to the period before the person's death must be
paid from the estate. [If] the estate has insufficient
assets to repay the tax
debt owed, then the
remainder of the debt is
not pursued.
"In most circumstances,
neither
the
deceased
person's family, nor the
trustee/executor,
is
required to pay the rest
of the debt."
Photo: Prince Leonard was 91 when he abdicated the
throne of Hutt River to his son Graeme. (Supplied)
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***
Son continues Leonard's fight
Prince Leonard's argument was based on the belief that
the Supreme Court had no jurisdiction over them,
because they were "sovereign of, or citizen of, the Hutt
River Province" — a belief that Justice Rene Le Miere
found had "no legal merit".
His son and successor, Prince Graeme, whom Prince
Leonard abdicated to in 2017, said the taxman was yet
to show up at Hutt River.
He is also the executor, along with two of his sisters, of
his father's estate.
"We are in limbo; we have not heard from the Australian
Taxation Office," Prince Graeme said.
"We tried to do an appeal, but the WA Supreme Court
would not accept our appeal, so we are just waiting.
"As with all things in Hutt River, as issues or events
occur we deal with them case by case."
Prince Graeme said losing Hutt River was not an option
at this stage.
"It would be devastating if all is lost after almost 50
years of being here," he said.
"Might should not be right, but unfortunately in many
cases might does prove
right.

"The
might
of
the
Australian Government and
the ATO is almost endless
with their resources, so we
will see what happens."

Photo: The principality was
formed 49 years ago following a stoush with the State
Government over wheat production quotas. (ABC News:
Eliza Borrello)
Micronation will be treated the same
as anyone with ATO debts

Murdoch University constitutional law expert Lorraine
Finlay said while Prince Leonard may have "seceded"
Hutt River was not recognised as its own country by
Australia or the broader international community.

"This means Australian law still applies and the Hutt
River Province is still required to pay taxes in Australia,"
she said.
"Australia is home to one of the highest number of
micronations in the world, but even when these
micronations claim to exist as seperate nations they are
not legally recognised."
She said the ATO would deal with Mr Casely's debts as
per protocol.
"Australian laws apply in the Hutt River Province in the
same way that they do elsewhere in Australia," she said.
"This means that Leonard Casely's outstanding debt will
be dealt with in exactly the same way as if he were living
anywhere else in Australia."
Ms Finlay said Hutt River was different to other
micronations because of its battle with the tax office.
"There are many other cases of self-proclaimed
micronations in Australia," she said.
"But Hutt River Province is unique in terms of the debt
that is owed and the protracted legal proceedings that
have occurred."
Concerns for principality

Prince Graeme said the estate of Leonard George Casely
is seperate to the principality of Hutt River.
"Sovereignty and the recognition are very different," he
said.
"You can have political protocol whether you recognise a
certain government or country, of course that does not
affect the sovereignty."
Prince Graeme said he was concerned about the
principality's future, but it would not stop him holding his
ground.
"We will endeavour to stand up for our rights and all that
has been established prior," he said.
"Hopefully, the Australian Government will sit around the
table and talk to us about things, which is what Prince
Leonard had been asking for the 47 years he was
sovereign of the principality."
*
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-03-06/whathappens-to-princeleonardatodebtnowheisdead/10850968
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Deborah Lipstadt quits synagogue over Oztma
issue
LedgerOnline /, March 5, 2019
(JTA) – Deborah Lipstadt,
the prominent Holocaust
historian, is resigning her
membership in her local
synagogue
because
it
belongs to a movement
that defended an Israeli
political deal with the
extremist
right
wing.
Lipstadt belonged to Young Israel of Toco Hills in Atlanta,
an Orthodox congregation. The broader Young Israel
movement, in a statement Feb. 25 to JTA, defended an
agreement between Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu and Jewish Power, a far-right political party.
Critics of the deal note that Jewish Power is led by
followers of the late Rabbi Meir Kahane, who advocated
the expulsion of Arabs from Israel.

“Prime Minister Netanyahu acted to get right-wing parties
to merge in order to meet the threshold necessary to
secure a victory in the election,” read the statement by
Farley Weiss, president of the National Council of Young
Israel. “We understand what Prime Minister Netanyahu
did, and he did it to have ministers of the national
religious and national union parties in his coalition.”
The rabbi of Lipstadt’s synagogue, Adam Starr,
himself condemned the statement in a Facebook post on
Feb. 25, writing “Not in my name and not in my shul’s
name!” But Lipstadt still felt that she could not continue
to be associated with the Young Israel movement,
despite having fond words for her synagogue and rabbi.
“I cannot be associated with an organization that gives
such racism, celebration of violence, and immoral policies
a ‘heksher,’” or imprimatur, she wrote in an open
letter posted to Facebook Feb. 26. “At this time of rising
antisemitism, Jew hatred, and prejudice of all kinds, each
of us – and not just our spiritual leaders – must speak
out and act individually and collectively. And so I speak
out with deep sadness that such a despicable action is
given ‘cover’ by people who claim to walk in the ways of
the Kadosh Baruch Hu,” a Hebrew term for God.
Lipstadt said she felt a particular urgency to act because
her latest book is about present-day anti-Semitism.
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“This is a party that has racist views,” she said. “This is a
party that condones murder. This is a party that
condones the man who committed the largest mass
murder in Israel by a Jew. Those are all things that I find
despicable, and to say it’s just politics is really bad.”
*http://www.jewishledger.com/2019/03/deborah
-lipstadt-quits-synagogue-oztma-issue/

---------------------

Muslim activist guilty of assaulting pro-Israel
activist in Australia
Yemini said that the primary reason he filed a
complaint against Ekermawi was “to give this man
a taste of his own medicine.”
By Jeremy Sharon, March 5, 2019
A Muslim activist in Australia named Sam Ekermawi who
has filed numerous racial vilification and discrimination
complaints against prominent Australians was found
guilty on Friday of
assaulting
pro-Israel
activist
Avi
Yemini
during a scuffle outside
a courthouse in Sydney
in June 2018.
People wave Australian and Israelis flags. (photo credit:
REUTERS/Ronen Zvulun)

community as a whole, Muslims do not constitute a racial
group.

Following a court hearing in June 2018, Yemini
confronted Ekermawi while recording the incident on a
cell phone to protest his frequent legal complaints and
what he and fellow activists describe as an assault on
freedom of speech in Australia.
While accosting Ekermawi following the hearing with
several supporters, Yemini can be heard telling Ekermawi
to “go back to the shit hole you come from” whereupon
Ekermawi lunged at Yemini and grabbed his arm, tussling
with him for several moments before being separated.
Yemini said that the primary reason he filed a complaint
against Ekermawi was “to give this man a taste of his
own medicine,” in relation to the multiple complaints the
Muslim activist has filed for racial vilification.
“This is someone who has come to Australia to build a
better life and spends most of his days taking highprofile Australians to human rights commission for
offending Islam,” said Yemini.
“He’s found a way to manipulate the Australian judicial
system to enforce Islamic blasphemy laws.”
*https://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Muslim-activistguilty-of-assaulting-pro-Israel-activist-in-Australia582528
=====================

In the incident, Ekermawi, a Palestinian immigrant to
Australia, was attending a hearing involving a complaint
he filed with the Australian Human Rights Commission,
which investigates alleged infringements of antidiscrimination legislation, against TV news presented
Sonia Kruger.
In a 2016 on-air discussion, Kruger backed a ban on
Muslim immigrants to Australia and said that there was a
correlation between the number of Muslim immigrants in
a given country and the number of terror attacks it
suffers.
Ekermawi, 75, sued Kruger under anti-discrimination
legislation. The case against Kruger was dismissed in
February
this
year,
since
Australian
law
bans
discrimination on a racial basis only, and the court
determined that while Kruger had vilified the Muslim

________________________________________________
Jewish Attitudes toward Free Speech:
What’s Good for the Jews
February 28, 2019/in Featured Articles, Free Speech /by Kevin MacDonald

Amazon is no longer selling books linked to White
nationalism by the thought police at Quartz. It’s obvious
that in the EU and since the 2016 election in the US,
there have been campaigns to destroy the media
presence of the dissident right by deplatforming from
financial sites like PayPal, limiting followers and shadowbanning on Twitter, etc. Even mainstream conservatives
like Ann Coulter and Charles Murray have had talks at
universities cancelled amidst violence and threats of
violence The campaign against free speech is clearly
heating up. Since Jewish issues are discussed on this site

(who knows for how long!), I thought it appropriate to
comment on the recent history of Jewish attitudes
toward free speech.
There is a huge contrast between the stance of the
organized Jewish community regarding free speech
depending on whether it’s “good for the Jews.” During
the 1950s, the organized Jewish community consistently
opposed measures intended to make it more difficult
for communists to operate within the American system
even as it officially opposed communism. For example,
Jewish organizations objected to any infringements of
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civil liberties or academic freedom enacted to firm up
national security. Jews were also vastly overrepresented
in high-profile cases among those invoking the Fifth
Amendment right not to incriminate oneself, so that
public hearings like Sen. Joe McCarthy’s inevitably
highlighted the Jewish role in communism. For example,
in 1952, of 124 people questioned by the Senate
Committee on Homeland Security and Government
Affairs, Weingarten identifies 79 Jews, 32 non-Jews and
13 with unknown ethnicity. All invoked the Fifth.
Even more remarkably, of the 42 people who were
dismissed from their positions at the Fort Monmouth
Laboratories in New Jersey on suspicion of constituting a
spy ring (the same one that Julius Rosenberg belonged
to), 39 were Jews and one other was married to a Jewish
woman.
On the other hand, during the 1920s and 1930s
mainstream Jewish organizations and Jewish intellectuals
rationalized Soviet despotism and turned a blind eye to
Soviet mass murder during a period when Jews were an
elite within the Soviet Union. And in the present era,
Jewish organizations, most notably the ADL, have been
prime advocates of “hate crime” legislation aimed at
penalizing beliefs and ideas. Jewish organizations have
also attacked the academic freedom of professors who
have been critical of Israel. The ADL has also been
critical of my writing and, along with the $PLC, engaged
in public denunciations of my writing and associations at
the university where I work. In general, perceived
interests are a much better predictor of Jewish behavior
than principles.
During the 1950s, Jews were also deeply involved in
creating a culture of the left that was mainly concerned
to protect communist professors and other leftist
dissidents targeted by McCarthyism. Inherit the Wind (by
Jerome Lawrence Schwartz and Robert Edwin Lee) was
written to oppose McCarthyism. Another famous
example of anti-McCarthyism from the 1950s is Arthur
Miller’s The Crucible which implicitly condemned the
House Un-American Activities Committee by comparing
it to the Salem witch trials.
Although quite powerful, the culture of the left was not
yet the dominant elite that it has become since the
1960s; it had powerful enemies in McCarthy and his
allies, and these forces had strong popular support. The
rise of this new elite has coincided with the power of
organizations like the Southern Poverty Law Center
and the ADL that specialize in getting people fired for
thought crimes and care nothing for free speech. There
is clearly an ethnic aspect to this transformation. While
there are endless tears (see here and here, pp. 39-40)
for Hollywood screenwriters blacklisted during the anticommunist fervor of the 1950s and since promoted to
cultural sainthood, don’t expect our new elite to
condemn witch hunts like the one that destroyed Jason
Richwine. And don’t expect a hit Broadway play based on
an allegory in which the SPLC is implicitly condemned for
its persecution of race realists and White advocates.
Replies
Fredrick Toben says:
February 28, 2019 at 11:16 pm
Whenever anyone raises the "Jewish problem" and then feels
perplexed and despondent, I always remind them that the
Jewish problem is not at all problematic.

Some individuals who identify as being "Jewish" are, because of
a lack of physical racial status, often indulging in the expression
of basic negative human characteristic of hubris, hypocrisy and
cant, outright lying, among others.
This upsets those individuals who cannot indulge in such
immoral "battle-of-the-wills" without falling into the set trap of
scapegoating.
It is at this stage of the clarification moment that German
philosopher, Martin Heidegger, comes to the rescue with his only
since 2014-released Black Books quotation:
>>The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already
for the longest time, according to the principle of race, which is
why they are resisting its consistent application with utmost
violence.< <
That is indeed the Jewish problem - those who identify as Jewish
do so not on any racial basis but on an intellectual abstract
ideal. There is no such thing as a Jewish Race and currently
there is amazing frenzy evident among scientists who are trying
to fiddle-the-books about a Jewish DNA floating about
somewhere.
Such behaviour is not typical and exclusively Jewish. Think of
those individuals who claim Mormon superiority but who know
there is no such thing as a Mormon race but there are Mormons
who feel superior to anyone else and who feel they are God's
chosen people.
Further, in the Jewish quest to gain a physical-biological reality,
the "ethnic" concept doubles up as a pseudo-racial category.
If we recall that when the Soviet Union was founded two
concepts were criminalized: "Antisemitism" and "Revisionism" the former had you shot while the latter had you expelled to the
Gulags - then it is so clear why suddenly within the past few
years "antisemitism" has been pushed into a "hate" category,
where "Holocaust denial" has well prepared the ground for its
flourishing as a weapon with which to silence any opposition to
perceived Jewish interests.
The race concept - racial realism - is anathema for Jewish
interests and so RACISM is to be opposed at any costs. Why? In
the recent past it led to the "Auschwitz homicidal gas
chambers".
Then we come to the "White Race" - the Teutonics-Germanics
and we do have a race - still to this day! And the beauty is that
there is a mental and racial divide between the Nordic and
Semitic-speaking peoples, which upsets those who have
embraced the three Abrahamic religions that originated in the
Middle East.
There are Christians - British Israelites - who at the hand of the
Torah and New Testament have spent countless hours – a lifetime - trying to prove that the ten - or is it twelve? - tribes of
Israel make up the European nations.
Recently I questioned this and a correspondent asked a simple
question: >But if we didn't come from the Middle East, as the
Bible teaches us, then where did the Germans come from?<
My response was a decisive: From the North! No European ever
emerged out of Africa - and I am still amazed how scientists
have been fiddling the books to prove such an hypothesis.
Luckily I know how in this intellectual realm almost anything can
be "proven" through the use of sophistry - never mind the
TRUTH concept being disbanded in the process. Do what feels
right and self-consume, and fall into hedonistic nihilism, and like
my 1970s Stuttgart professor, re-emerge as an Epicurean!
*https://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2019/02/28/j
ewish-attitudes-toward-free-speech-whats-good-for-thejews/
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* Australian Jewish leader gets ‘chilling barrage’ of
online anti-Semitic abuse
* Anti-Defamation Commission head says he has
contacted police over torrent of hateful messages
following campaign to bar British conspiracy
theorist David Icke
By Michael Bachner 3 March 2019, 4:33 pm

An Australian Jewish organization has expressed “horror”
at what it said Sunday has been a torrent of anti-Semitic
online abuse directed at its
chairman
following
a
successful campaign last
month to prevent British
conspiracy theorist David
Icke from entering the
country.
Commission
YouTube)

chairman

Dvir

Australia's Anti-Defamation
Abramovich. (Screenshot:

Icke, who denies widespread charges of anti-Semitism
and believes the world is run by giant shape-shifting
reptiles, was due to start a speaking tour in major
Australian cities.
Australian media confirmed on February 20 that his visa
had been canceled on “character grounds,” following a
campaign by opposition Labour MP Tim Watts, who
blasted him as a Holocaust denier, and by the AntiDefamation Commission (ADC), a local Jewish antidiscrimination group.

A former professional
soccer
player,
Icke
worked for the BBC as
a sports broadcaster
before
leaving
in
1990. He
has
since
become known as a
conspiracy
theorist,
and has been slammed
by anti-discrimination
groups, who say he
holds dangerous views
about the world being
secretly controlled by
an elite Jewish group
and
that
Jews
bankrolled Hitler.
David Icke’s “And the Truth Shall Set You Free”

Icke’s 1995 book, “And the Truth Shall Set You Free,”
focused on a global conspiracy by “Rothschilds and
Rockefellers” and contained a chapter questioning
aspects of the Holocaust and criticizing society for
suppressing “alternative information to the official line of
the Second World War.”
“This was a defining moment for who we are as a nation,
and we salute the government for taking a clear-eyed
and moral stance in rejecting hate and incitement,” ADC
chairman Dvir Abramovich said at the time. “Allowing
Icke into our country would have crossed red lines and
would have sent the message that it is open season on
the Jewish community and that vilifying and maligning
Australian Jews is ok and normal.”
But since the decision was made, the ADC said Sunday in
a statement, Abramovich and his staff have been

assailed by a constant flow of abusive emails, phone calls
and posts on its social media pages.
“This barrage of harassment, threats and insults is
chilling and unlike anything I have seen in recent times.
While we accept that this deluge of abuse is the price we
pay for combating anti-Semitism, the brutal vitriol and
the ferocity of the invective directed at me and the ADC
staff is still shocking,” Abramovich said.
“This is further evidence of the dramatic surge in antiSemitism in Australia and a rising climate of intolerance
in which bigots are emboldened
and agitated,” he added. “Still,
this cesspool pit of vilification will
not deter us from doing our job of
calling out and pushing back
against hate demagogues and
racism.”
David Icke (Tyler Merbler / Flickr/ Wikipedia)

The organization said is was reporting some of the
comments to police and would work with internet
providers and others to identify the individuals sending
them.
Below are examples provided by the Anti-Defamation
Commission for abusive emails and posts.
Caution: Some of them contain offensive language.
* “This prick is just another jewish cunt supporting his
pathetic people”
* “You just another stupid greedy jewish cunt that is too
scared to face reality. You evil fucking bastards are cause
shit wherever you go. Fucking prick. Fuck off from
australia cunt. We dont want you here !!”
* “Hitler the greatest leader of the 20th century the last
man to take on the parasite so called jewish bankers.
Hitler was right about the jews , and there is not a thing
you can do to change that go back to Israel criminal”
* “These WORMS have infiltrated everything with money
to destroy the gentile”
* “Your a bloody liar abramovich and yes the rothschilds
financed both sides of ww2 thats not anti semetic its
fact. and its all about money hypocritical nazis”
* “More proof that the Jews are behind the plan to stop
free speech…. and you wonder why Jews are hated in
every society”
* “The worldwide parasite strikes again”
* “I am very sad that the puppets of the khazar zionist
part of Judaism have blinded you again. David Icke
scares the khazar zionist Jewish bankers as he has been
solidly exposing them and their place in the global power
structure for a long time”
* “Our government protects the Jews but won’t protect
our own… pathetic”
* “Anti semitism is just a loose word used to support
their greedy causes this is why people hate jews; The
ADC is an Agent of Israel, its agenda is to suppress free
speech of non Jews”
*“You scum are just creating conflict here as you’re
doing in the middle east and have done for thousands of
years”
AFP and Times of Israel staff contributed to this
report.
*https://www.timesofisrael.com/australian-jewishleader-gets-chilling-barrage-of-online-anti-semiticabuse/
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Alan Krueger is the next name to be placed on the infamous “Clinton Body Count” list after this distinguished
economist was suicided on 16 March 2019 just a week prior to his testifying before a US federal grand jury
investigating corruption links between Hillary Clinton and the United Autoworkers Union (UAW)—a suiciding that the
day after, on 17 March 2019, saw President Trump erupting in a Twitter rampage against both the UAW and auto giant
General Motors—but, on 18 March 2019, also saw Trump’s US Department of Justice slamming UAW Vice President
Norwood Jewell with a massive criminal indictment.
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Hypocrite Tears:
Netanyahu “Mourns” New Zealand
Muslims, but Jewish Army Has Shot 9,000
Muslims in Gaza
TNO Staff — March 17, 2019

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has officially
condemned the mass shooting of Muslims in New
Zealand—ignoring the fact that the Jewish army has shot
at least 9,000 Muslims in Gaza over the last year, many
of them medical personnel and children.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Netanyahu:
Israel mourns the murder of innocent
New Zealand worshipers

By Tovah Lazaroff, REUTERS, March 17, 2019 03:15
*https://www.jpost.com/International/NetanyahuIsrael-mourns-the-murder-of-innocent-New-Zealandworshipers-583590
-------------------------------------------------------------------Making his hypocritical announcement on Twitter, the

head of the Jewsonly state said that
“Israel mourns the
wanton murder of
innocent worshipers
in Christchurch and
condemns
the brazen act of
terror in New Zealand” and that “Israel sends its
condolences to the bereaved families and its heartfelt
wishes for a speedy recovery to the wounded.”
Israeli Foreign Ministry spokesman Emmanuel Nachshon
also expressed his solidarity with the victims on Twitter,
saying that “Our thoughts are with the families of the
victims of the terrible shooting against mosques in
#Christchurch.
We
express
full
solidarity
with
#NewZealand and its people. We should never let hatred,
violence and terror win.”

In New Zealand, the Israel-supporting synagogues shut
their doors “on Shabbat for the first time ever in an act
of solidarity with the Muslim community,” according to a
report in the Times of Israel.
However, the Jews-only state, which bans all Muslim—
and non-Jewish—immigration, even Muslims who might
be married to Jews—has however set something of a

world-record in killing Muslims.
According to a recent United Nations “independent
international commission of inquiry on the protests in the
Occupied Palestinian Territory,” released on February 28,
2019,
said Israeli forces killed 189 people and shot

more than 6,100 others with live ammunition near the
fence that divides the two territories.
UN investigators said Israeli soldiers intentionally fired on
civilians and said they may have committed war crimes
in their lethal response to Palestinian demonstrations
in Gaza.

The panel said in a statement that it had found
“reasonable grounds to believe that Israeli snipers shot
at journalists, health workers, children and persons with
disabilities, knowing they were clearly recognizable as
such”.
Thirty-five of those killed were children, three were
clearly identifiable paramedics and two were clearly
marked journalists, the report said.
Investigators also said there were “reasonable grounds”
to believe that Israeli troops had killed and injured
Palestinians “who were neither directly participating in
hostilities, nor posing an imminent threat.”
They
said:
“These
serious
human rights
and
humanitarian law violations may constitute war crimes or
crimes against humanity.”
The UN also said that 81 percent of all gunshots injuries
where to the legs of demonstrators. 122 people had one
or both legs amputated, and 20 were children under 18.
The UN report confirmed that almost none of the 189
Palestinians murdered and over 9,000 injured by the
Jewish army since last March posed any direct threat to
Israel or to its citizens, and that most were shot while
peacefully protesting hundreds of meters away from the
Gaza fence.
Israeli soldiers have been filmed repeatedly gunning
down unarmed women and children, well inside the Gaza
territory—but none of these atrocities have been

broadcast by any of the major controlled media outlets.
Once again, the hypocrisy of the international Jewish
lobby is blatant and obvious, and cannot be the product
of a “misunderstanding” or some other mistake. It is the
old story of double standards: one for Jews, another for
all non-Jews.
Related News:
1. Syria and Gaza: Contrasting Reactions of Western
States Reveals Jewish Lobby’s Control
2. Netanyahu Makes Election Pact with Anti-Gentile
Otzma Yehudit (“Jewish Power”) Party which Seeks
Expulsion of “Blood-sucking Christians” from Israel
3. Jerusalem: Israel Opens New Racially Segregated Road
as Part of Palestinian Ethnic Cleansing
4. Israel Rejects UN “Migration Compact”—but IsraelSupporting Jews in America Slam Trump for Doing the
Same
5. New Israeli Government Party Poster Warns Jews of
“Danger” of Marrying Non-Jews
6. “Assimilation is Consuming Jews”: Israeli Interior
Minister Warns against Jews Marrying Non-Jews
7. Israel: Likud Election Campaign Feature anti-African
“It’s us or them: Infiltrators versus Hebrew City” Posters
8. Israel’s Jewish Agency Head: Non-Jews Marrying Jews
is an “Actual Plague”
9. Israel: Another 3,900 Jews-Only Houses to be Built on
Occupied Palestinian Land
10.Netanyahu Confirms: “Israel is for Jews Only”
*http://newobserveronline.com/hypocritetearsnetanyah
u-mourns-new-zealand-muslimsbutjewish-army-hasshot9000-muslims-in-gaza/
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